Chapter 1: Introduction: oxidative stress, cellular antioxidant systems, and the importance of the thioredoxin system in cells

A. The functions of thioredoxin and thioredoxin reductase: the thioredoxin system

The thioredoxin system is composed of thioredoxin (Trx) and thioredoxin reductase (TrxR; EC 1.6.4.5). TrxR catalyzes the following reaction in which Trx is reduced.

\[
\text{Trx-S}_2 + \text{NADPH} + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{Trx-(SH)}_2 + \text{NADP}^+ \quad (1.1)
\]

In 1964, Trx was first shown to donate reducing equivalents to ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) to enable its catalysis in *Escherichia coli* (*I*). Trx was also shown to serve as a donor of reducing equivalents in the reduction of sulfate, and methionine sulfoxide in yeast (*2, 3*). Human Trx was described by different names such as adult-T cell leukemia-derived factor (ADF), interleukin-2 receptor factor, and early pregnancy factor (*4, 5*). These proteins were attributed to be Trx, on the basis of their sequences of amino acid residues being homologous to that of Trx. The Trx system is widely distributed in eukaryotic and prokaryotic species and has been shown to mediate a variety of physiological functions (*6, 7*): it is involved in cell growth, the inflammation reaction, and apoptosis. In addition to serving as an electron donor to other enzymes, the Trx system is one of the antioxidant systems in cells. Trx is able to regulate the DNA binding activities of several transcription factors (*8-10*). Trx can inhibit the onset of apoptosis (*7, 11, 12*). Several isoenzymes of TrxRs are responsible for mediating various functions in
mammals: a cytosolic form of TrxR (TrxR-1) is required for embryogenesis \((13)\), a mitochondrial TrxR (TrxR-2) is essential for hematopoiesis and heart function \((14)\), and TrxR-3 is needed for sperm maturation \((15)\).

1. The function of Trx in antioxidant systems

In an aerobic environment, the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in cells is inevitable. Low concentrations of ROS are compatible with normal physiological functions, whereas high concentrations of ROS are considered to be harmful to cells, leading to oxidative stress. A variety of enzymatic and nonenzymatic antioxidant systems has been developed to neutralize ROS. The glutathione (GSH) and Trx systems constitute two of the four most important antioxidant systems in most cells. Trx has a redox-active cysteine pair through which it interacts with other proteins to regenerate proteins damaged by ROS, e.g., reduced Trx can restore activity to H\(_2\)O\(_2\)-inactivated glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase \((16)\). Trx also is a cofactor for methionine sulfoxide reductase, which can reduce methionine sulfoxide residues in oxidized protein caused by ROS \((6, 7)\). Trx acts as an electron donor to peroxiredoxin (Prx; thioredoxin peroxidase) and glutathione peroxidase (Gpx) to reduce hydrogen peroxide \((17, 18)\). Reduced Trx is oxidized upon passing reducing equivalents to oxidized proteins; oxidized Trx is reduced by TrxR using NADPH (Reaction 1.1). Mammalian TrxRs appear to be directly involved in removing ROS. They are able to directly reduce several oxidants, such as quinones, hydrogen peroxide, and alkylhydroperoxides, due to their highly reactive selenocysteine \((18-20)\) (discussion below); however, the turnover numbers for these compounds are low compared to that of the reaction toward Trx \((20,\)
Moreover, mammalian TrxR can also regenerate other antioxidants e.g., ascorbyl free radicals, α-tocopherol, and lipoic acid. Ascorbic acid is a nonenzymatic antioxidant in cells. After reacting with ROS, the ascorbic acid will be oxidized to an ascorbyl free radical. Mammalian TrxR is capable of reducing this free radical to ascorbic acid (18). α-Tocopherol (Vitamin E) can be cycled by ascorbate, which is reduced by mammalian TrxR, to regulate the amount of reduced α-tocopherol in cells. Lipoic acid, another antioxidant in cells, can be regenerated directly by mammalian TrxR (22).

2. Trx as an enzyme cofactor

As mentioned previously, Trx is able to donate reducing equivalents to RNR in E. coli and methionine sulfoxide reductase in yeast as a cofactor in their catalysis (1, 2, 23). RNR is an essential enzyme because it catalyzes the reduction of ribonucleotide to deoxyribonucleotides for DNA synthesis (1, 24). However, Trx is not the only electron donor for DNA synthesis (4). Glutaredoxin (Grx), a protein related to Trx, also has been shown to be able to donate reducing equivalents to RNR to facilitate DNA synthesis (6). In E. coli, glutaredoxin-1 (Grx-1) is the main donor of reducing equivalents to RNR, whereas in yeast, both Grx and Trx are able to provide reducing equivalents to RNR (12). The reaction whereby Trx also is able to donate reducing equivalents to methionine sulfoxide reductase is Reaction 1.2 (4).

\[
R\text{-SO} + \text{Trx(SH)}_2 \rightarrow R\text{-S} + \text{Trx-S}_2 + H_2O \quad (1.2)
\]
Trx is also involved in sulfur assimilation: it can donate reducing equivalents to PAPS (adenosine 3’-phosphate-5’-phosphosulfate) reductase to reduce PAPS to obtain sulfate (SO$_3^-$) (3, 25).

3. The function of Trx in the immune system

It has been shown that Trx can stimulate the growth of some transformed lymphocytes and synergize the activity of cytokines on lymphocytes. For example, Trx enhances the growth of human T-lymphotropic virus type I (HTLV I)- and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-transformed lymphocytes (26). As T-lymphocyte cell lines are stimulated by tetradecanoyl phorbolacetate, Trx can co-stimulate the expression of several cytokines, such as interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-2 (IL-2), and tumor necrosis factor (TNF); the co-stimulative effect results from the activation of nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) and activator protein 1 (AP-1) by Trx (27).

Truncated Trx (Trx 80) contains residue 1-80 of full-length human Trx. Trx 80 does not exhibit a dithiol reductase activity but is a potent chemoattractant for neutrophils, monocytes, and T-lymphocytes (28). Trx 80 is mainly secreted by monocytes and also can be produced by T-lymphocytes, and cytotrophblasts. Trx 80 can enhance cytotoxicity of eosinophils (29); in addition, Trx 80 can stimulate proliferation of monocytes and regulate the expression of surface antigens on monocytes (30).

4. Function of Trx in redox regulation of signal transduction

Several transcription factors are redox-sensitive, and their activities are regulated by the intracellular redox status. Trx is also capable of regulating the DNA-binding
activities of several redox-sensitive transcriptional factors, such as NF-κB, AP-1, HIF-1α (hypoxia-inducible factor 1 α), estrogen receptor, glucocorticoid receptor, and Ref-1 (redox factor-1) (31-34). A well-known example is the regulation of NF-κB by Trx. NF-κB is an inducible heterodimeric protein. The most predominant form of NF-κB in cells is p50/p65 (35). Activated NF-κB is able to increase the expression of genes associated with the immune response and antioxidant systems. I-κB (inhibitory protein κB) can bind to NF-κB to inactivate NF-κB activity. Under oxidative stress or some other stimuli, I-κB will be phosphorylated by I-κB kinase complex, signaling it to be degraded, and leading to dissociation of the NF-κB-I-κB complex. The resulting NF-κB will translocate into the nucleus to activate certain genes (36). Trx in the cytosol is able to prevent the dissociation of the complex of NF-κB and I-κB; e.g., in TNF-α or IL-1 stimulated cells, Trx interfaces the signal pathway required for phosphorylation of I-κB, thereby inhibiting I-κB phosphorylation and degradation (6, 36). In contrast, in the nucleus, Trx can facilitate the DNA-binding activity of NF-κB: Cys-62 of the p50 subunit can be reduced by Trx to increase the binding activity of NF-κB to DNA (8, 35, 37). Trx can also regulate AP-1 to up-regulate the genes for cell growth, differentiation, and stress (8). AP-1 is regulated by Trx through Ref-1: Trx is able to donate reducing equivalents to Cys-63 and Cys-95 of Ref-1, and the resultant Ref-1 can reduce two cysteine residues of AP-1 to increase the DNA-binding activity of AP-1 (9, 38, 39). The DNA binding activity of estrogen receptor (ER) is susceptible to oxidative stress and Trx can enhance the transcriptional activity of ER (31). Glucocorticoid receptor, which binds to the glucocorticoid response element, can trigger gene expression for hormone production. Both the ligand-binding domain and the DNA-binding domain of glucocorticoid receptor
are regulated by Trx independently (40, 41). Trx can regulate the DNA binding activity of p53: under oxidative stress, Trx is able to translocate into the nucleus where Trx increases the activity of p53 directly or through Ref-1 to activate the genes for DNA repair (10). In summary, Trx can regulate the DNA binding activities of redox-sensitive transcription factors.

5. The function of Trx in apoptosis

ASK-1 (apoptotic signal kinase-1) is a MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAPKKK). ASK-1 activates C-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and p38 MAP kinase, both of which are required to initiate TNF-α-induced apoptosis (12, 42). Reduced Trx is a negative regulator of ASK-1 by binding to the N-terminal region of ASK-1 to inhibit the kinase activity (43). The binding of Trx to ASK-1 leads to ubiquitination of ASK-1 (7). Oxidation of Trx stimulated by oxidative stress results in the dissociation of the complex of Trx and ASK-1. Consequently, ASK-1 will be activated to initiate apoptosis (32). In addition, the relationship between mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis and the Trx system resident in mitochondria has been explored. In mitochondria, induction of the permeability transition pores (PTP) can increase the permeability of the inner membrane to water and solutes < 1.5 kDa; this event is called the membrane permeability transition (MPT). The MPT results in dissipation of mitochondrial membrane potential (∆ψm) and rupture of mitochondria. The disruption of the mitochondrial membrane releases the caspase-9 activator, cytochrome c, and other apoptosis-inducing factors. Adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT), a constituent member of the mitochondria permeability transition pore complex, is a target of ROS. Apoptosis will be initiated upon oxidation of
Cys-56 and the formation of a disulfide bond between Cys-56 and Cys-159 on ANT (44). The Trx-2 system resident in mitochondria has been shown to be involved in mitochondria-dependent apoptosis; however, the explicit function of the Trx system in mitochondria is still not clear. Previous studies showed that deletion of Trx-2 resulted in apoptotic cell death (45). In addition, overexpression of Trx-2 is able to increase $\Delta \psi_m$ (46), but overexpression of TrxR-2 does not have any direct effect on $\Delta \psi_m$ (44). Trx-2 can prevent apoptosis in several ways. One way is for Trx-2 to bind to ASK-1 to inhibit its kinase activity. Trx-2 also acts as an endogenous ROS scavenger by donating reducing equivalents to peroxiredoxin-3 to neutralize oxidants such as tert-butylhydroperoxide (t-BH) (47). TrxR-2 has a peroxidase activity to neutralize oxidants (47). In addition, Trx-2 can prevent pore formation in the mitochondrial membrane (45, 48).
B. Diseases in which Trx is thought to play a role

As mentioned previously, a variety of physiological functions are affected by the Trx system. Thus, once dysfunction of the Trx system occurs, certain diseases will develop (18). The functions of the Trx system in several diseases are currently under investigation, and it is hoped that it will be possible to develop new therapeutic drugs on the basis of the Trx system. A few Trx-related diseases will be described briefly below.

1. Cancer

The most striking result caused by ROS is DNA damage, which potentially leads to mutagenesis and/or carcinogenesis. The Trx system is one of the antioxidant systems in cells, and the Trx system is able to regulate the activities of redox-sensitive transcription factors to deal with oxidative stress. Therefore, the Trx system appears to be important in tumor prevention (18).

However, once tumor cells are established, the effects of the Trx system on tumor cells will no longer be an advantage for cancer patients. Human Trx, which was first identified in leukemia patients and was referred to as adult T-cell leukemia derived factor (ADF), shows that the Trx system can promote tumor growth. Indeed, secreted Trx is an autocrine growth factor in various tumor cells (18). In addition, overexpression of Trx is found in aggressive tumor cells (49), and the expression of TrxR is also upregulated in tumor cells (33, 50). Overexpression of the Trx system appears to be a consequence of high metabolic rates and high proliferation rates of tumor cells (12, 33, 50). Tumor cells inevitably produce excess ROS because of an unusually high metabolic rate. Thus, as oxidative stress is sensed, tumor cells will elevate their antioxidant capacity and the genes
associated with oxidative stress will be activated (33). The elevated Trx system has multiple effects on tumor growth and survival. Cancer cells require fast DNA synthesis due to rapid growth, and Trx serves as a donor of reducing equivalents to RNR for DNA synthesis. In addition, Trx acts as an anti-apoptotic factor in cancer cells. As discussed above, Trx can inhibit the activity of ASK-1. Also, Trx inhibits the tumor suppressor gene, PTEN, a tyrosine phosphatase, which is capable of triggering apoptosis (51). Moreover, Trx can regulate the activities of the redox-sensitive transcription factors, NF-κB and AP-1. Both of them are responsible for activating the genes for anti-oxidative stress (33). Thus, tumor cells will have a higher antioxidant capacity to neutralize ROS and/or anti-tumor drugs. It has also been shown that Trx induces hypoxia-inducible factor-α, which increases the expression of VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) resulting in promoting tumor angiogenesis (50). Furthermore, the Trx system can act as a ROS scavenger (50). Thus, TrxR and Trx are considered to be attractive targets for the development of anti-cancer drugs. Indeed, several TrxR inhibitors, such as gold- and platinum–containing drugs and nitrosoureas are being studied to assess their possible applications in cancer therapy (33, 51, 52). Recently, TrxR and Trx inhibitors have been applied to enhance the cytotoxic effects caused by other antitumor drugs (53, 54).

Thioredoxin-binding protein-2 (TBP-2), also called vitamin D3 upregulated protein 1, acts as a Trx suppressor by binding to Trx (50). The downregulation of TBP-2 has been observed in numerous tumor cells (50). Thus, elevation of TBP-2 in tumor cells may be a potential therapy to treat cancers. In addition, it is possible that TBP-2 has a Trx-independent antitumor activity, because TBP-2 seems to have a suppressive effect on tumor growth by enhancing the immune system (50). Furthermore, a study also shows
that TBP-2 is involved in the antitumor mechanism of histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) (49).

2. Rheumatoid arthritis and Sjögren syndrome

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic autoimmune disease characterized by the proliferation of synovial cells and massive infiltration of immune cells in the joints (55, 56). Although the underlying pathophysiological basis of this disease is not known, ROS produced by immune cells (e.g., macrophages and polymorphonuclear cells) have been shown to contribute to the development of RA (55, 57). Many oxidizing agents have been observed to affect enzymes and cells. Hydrogen peroxide can inhibit cartilage proteoglycan synthesis. Hypochlorous acid can activate collagenase and gelatinase in neutrophils. Hydrogen peroxide and superoxide anion are able to accelerate bone absorption by osteoclasts. Increased levels of Trx and TrxR are observed in the synovial fluid and tissues in RA patients (18, 55, 58). Oxidative stress and TNF-α lead to overexpression of Trx. Overexpression of Trx has a potent capacity to induce proinflammatory cytokines, and Trx is a chemotaxtractant for neutrophils, monocytes, and T-cells (57, 58). Therefore, the up-regulation of Trx will lead to more severe immune reactions in the joints of RA patients. The reason that TrxR is overexpressed in RA is not clear. Organic gold compounds such as auranofin and aurithioglucose applied in treatment of RA are shown to be TrxR-inhibitors, showing that TrxR should be involved in the pathophysiological mechanism of RA (59).

Sjögren syndrome is also a chronic autoimmune disease caused by Epstein-Barr virus infection and is characterized by infiltration of lymphocytes in mucosal and other
tissues (6). Sjögren syndrome and RA share the same features: a massive inflammatory reaction in the joints. Trx can enhance inflammatory reactions in the joints of the patients with Sjögren syndrome (18).

3. Cardiovascular diseases

ROS have been shown to be associated with several cardiovascular diseases such as atherosclerosis and hypertension (60, 61). The expression of Trx and TrxR is increased in the endothelial cells and infiltrating macrophages in artherosclerotic plaques, suggesting that Trx and TrxR are involved in antioxidant defense in atherosclerosis (60, 62). S-nitrosylation of Cys-69 on Trx-1 is associated with an anti-apoptotic activity in the cardiovascular tissue. An HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor may function in the prevention of atherosclerosis by enhancing S-nitrosylation of Trx-1 (63). However, some reports showed that the Trx system is involved in the formation of artherosclerotic plaques (6, 62). Thus, more research is required to address the roles of Trx in atherosclerosis. A decrease in Trx expression is found in the animal models of hypertension. This suggests hypertension results from a decrease in Trx expression, although the explicit role of Trx in hypertension is questionable (61). In addition, Trx was shown to have a protective role against myocarditis, and adriamycin-induced cardiotoxicity (62).

4. Human immunodeficient virus infection

Human immunodeficient virus (HIV) infection leads to dysregulation of Trx expression (6, 12). In T cells the expression of Trx in HIV-infected individuals is decreased, allowing viral replication in T-cells (64). However, an elevated Trx level is
found in the plasma of HIV-infected patients, and this elevated level is negatively correlated to the life spans of AIDS patients. The proposed mechanism is that elevated levels of plasma Trx can suppress the recruitment of neutrophils to the infection site. Thus, innate immunity is blocked, allowing other infections in these immunodeficient individuals (65). The administration of exogenous Trx has been shown to inhibit expression of HIV in macrophages by 70%, whereas the truncated form, Trx 80, will enhance the expression of HIV by 67% (12, 66). This apparent dichotomy of results will require further elucidation to understand the relationship of Trx to HIV infection.

5. Reperfusion injury

Ischemia reperfusion injury occurs as blood flow is restored to an ischemic organ, leading to excess ROS and dysfunction of the organ. Excess ROS is a main cause for reperfusion injury. The accumulated data indicated that increased concentrations of antioxidants are able to ameliorate the injury. Indeed, Trx has been shown to protect the lung, heart, and brain against oxidative stress caused by reperfusion (67-69). In reperfusion injury, Trx serves as a ROS scavenger and is involved in signal transduction for cell survival (6, 69). A Trx-mediated anti-apoptotic pathway is proposed to be involved in the protection of cerebral ischemia against reperfusion injury (6).
C. The redox environment in cells

Redox reactions in cells are required to build and maintain cellular structures and to generate energy (70). Therefore, the redox status of cells is very crucial for physiological functions. Under an aerobic environment, the intracellular redox status is tightly regulated within a narrow range (71). A variety of signal transduction pathways are redox-dependent. Once the redox status is disrupted, various physiological functions no longer function well, leading to development of several diseases.

1. Reactive oxygen species and oxidative stress

Cells acquire energy derived from oxidative phosphorylation linked to oxygen utilization. Approximately 1-3% of electrons passing through the respiratory chain in the mitochondria will react with oxygen to generate superoxide anion instead of water (72). Superoxide anion can be converted by other enzymes to other reactive species. All of these species are called reactive oxygen species (ROS), and include superoxide anion (\( \cdot O_2^- \)), hydrogen peroxide (\( H_2O_2 \)), singlet oxygen (\( ^1O_2^- \)), and hydroxyl radical (\( \cdot OH \)) and anion (\( OH^- \)).

Actually, low concentrations of ROS can participate in regulatory mechanisms, acting as messengers to regulate cell growth, differentiation, and the immune system (22, 73). For example, ROS can stimulate extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) for cell growth (74). It has been shown that hydrogen peroxide and nitric oxide act as signaling molecules, and these active species can be used to kill the invading microbes. ROS can affect the signal transduction pathways in cells leading to cell proliferation or cell death.
including apoptosis and necrosis. These effects mediated by ROS are dependent on the dosage and the duration of ROS and are cell-specific (74).

ROS can also be generated by exogenous sources such as environmental toxicants, ionizing radiation, and ultraviolet radiation (72). Among the species of ROS, hydroxyl radical is the most highly reactive, whereas $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ is less active (22).

2. Superoxide anion

Superoxide anion can be formed from oxygen during enzymatic catalysis, e.g., xanthine oxidase, lipooxygenase, and cyclooxygenase (22, 73). Furthermore, superoxide anion can also be generated by NADPH-oxidase in phagocytic immune cells to act as a messenger of signal transduction pathways (22). Because of its negative charge, superoxide anion is not able to freely cross membranes. Therefore, the superoxide anion cannot escape the organelle where it is produced (22, 73). Superoxide anion is considered to be a primary ROS and it can interact with other molecules to produce secondary ROS (72). For example, in the presence of metals, the reaction of superoxide ion and hydrogen peroxide will produce hydroxyl radicals. Superoxide anion can also spontaneously dismutate to hydrogen peroxide and oxygen in aqueous solution, especially at lower pH or in the presence of superoxide dismutase (SOD) (73).

3. Hydrogen peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide is one of the less reactive ROS. Unlike superoxide anion, hydrogen peroxide can penetrate biological membranes and is used to act as a signaling molecule. Most of the intracellular hydrogen peroxide is contributed by dismutation of
superoxide anion, but hydrogen peroxide can be formed by the 2-electron reduction of oxygen mediated by other enzymes (75). Although hydrogen peroxide is less reactive than other ROS, it can interact with other molecules to generate more highly reactive ROS. In the presence of transition metals, hydroxyl radicals can be generated from hydrogen peroxide via the Fenton reaction (Reaction 1.3), and these radicals are highly reactive (22, 73). Superoxide anion can react with metal ions to recycle the transition metal ions (Reaction 1.4). The sum of Reactions 1.3 and 1.4 is called the Haber-Weiss reaction. Hydrogen peroxide can also react with chloride to form hypochlorous acid (Reaction 1.6). Hydrogen peroxide can be removed by catalases, glutathione peroxidases, and peroxiredoxins.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{Fe}^{2+} & \rightarrow \cdot\text{OH} + \text{OH}^- + \text{Fe}^{3+} \quad (1.3) \text{(Fenton reaction)} \\
\text{Fe}^{3+} + \cdot\text{O}_2^- & \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{O}_2 \quad (1.4) \\
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \cdot\text{O}_2^- & \rightarrow \cdot\text{OH} + \text{OH}^- + \text{O}_2 \quad (1.5) \text{(Haber-Weiss reaction)} \\
\text{H}^+ + \text{Cl}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 & \rightarrow \text{HOCl} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1.6)
\end{align*}
\]

4. Hydroxyl radical

The highly reactive hydroxyl radical has a half life of approximately \(10^{-9}\) s in aqueous solutions. It is the most dangerous ROS because it can react with almost all chemicals including cellular macromolecules such as DNA, lipid, and proteins. Hydroxyl
radicals can be generated via the Fenton reaction in vitro. However, the Fenton reaction is not favorable in vivo because of the limited availability of free transition metal ions (76). Hydroxyl radicals can be generated through various mechanisms. In addition to the Fenton reaction (Reaction 1.3), hydroxyl radicals can be generated from decomposition of water by ionizing radiation, and hydroxyl radicals are also generated from reactions involving alkylhydroperoxides (76).

5. Nitric oxide

Nitric oxide (NO) is formed from the reaction of L-arginine and oxygen catalyzed by NO synthetase using NADPH (Reaction 1.7).

\[
\text{NO synthase} \\
\text{L-arginine + O}_2 + \text{NADPH} \rightarrow \text{L-citrulline + NO + NADP}^+ \quad (1.7)
\]

NO has a short half-life of a few seconds in aqueous solution (76). Because NO is readily able to cross biological membranes, it acts as a messenger mediating neurotransmission, dilation of blood vessels, inhibition of platelet aggregation, angiogenesis, neurotransmission, and functions of the immune system (77).

Nitrosative stress is caused by excess NO that is able to interact with superoxide anion to form peroxynitrite anion (ONOO\(^-\)), which is highly reactive causing DNA fragmentation and lipid peroxidation. Nitrosative stress affects immune defense; peroxynitrite anion readily crosses the membrane to effect cytotoxic actions on invading microbes (78). Moreover, peroxynitrite is able to interact with carbon dioxide to form the reactive intermediate (ONOOCO\(_2\)^-), which will further oxidize proteins (79).
D. Roles of the thioredoxin-thioredoxin reductase system in toxicology

Oxidative stress will be generated as ROS exceed the intrinsic capacity of intracellular antioxidants. Excess ROS attack cellular macromolecules leading to mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, dysfunction of proteins, and cell death (apoptosis and necrosis). Several antioxidant systems have evolved to deal with oxidative stress. The cellular targets of ROS and the antioxidant systems are described in the appendix 1. The GSH and the Trx systems constitute major cellular antioxidants in cells (80). The intracellular concentration of Trx is in the micromolar range, whereas that of GSH is at the millimolar level. However, the lower concentration of intracellular Trx is offset by its lower redox potential, i.e., its greater reductive capacity (81). In this section, the roles of the Trx system in toxicology will be addressed.

The expression of Trx can be induced by a variety of stresses such as viral infection, UV light and X-ray exposure, and hydrogen peroxide. The promoters of human Trx include an SP-1 site, the cyclic AMP responsive element, the antioxidative responsive element, and the xenobiotic responsive element. This shows that Trx is strongly associated with oxidative stress caused by endogenous and exogenous ROS, as well as xenobiotics (32, 62). It appears that the functions mediated by the Trx system are associated with signaling pathways rather than acting as oxidant scavengers, because the concentrations of Trx in cells are less than those of intracellular GSH (7).

Trx-1 can affect the DNA-binding activities of NF-κB, AP-1 and p53. NF-κB is able to exhibit anti-apoptotic activity including the inhibition of the activation of caspases and the upregulation of the Bcl-2 family against DNA-damaging chemotherapeutic drugs (82). The expression of AP-1 can be induced by various stress factors (e.g., hydrogen
peroxide, UV light, asbestos and dioxin) (83). AP-1 is able to regulate a variety of genes including collagenase, cyclin D, and TGF-1 (transforming growth factor-1) (83); the activation of AP-1 has been shown to promote cell proliferation and differentiation (7, 83). Moreover, a tumor suppressor gene, p53, is also regulated by the Trx system. The activation of p53 can result in cell-cycle arrest, the initiation of DNA repair, and if the repair of damaged DNA is not successful, to the onset of apoptosis (7, 84). As discussed previously, Trx-1 promotes cell growth and prevents initiation of the apoptotic pathways. Overexpression of Trx-2 leads to human osteosarcoma cells becoming more resistant to oxidant-induced apoptosis (7).

Trx is able to donate reducing equivalents to Prx to reduce hydrogen peroxide and various alkyl hydroperoxides as has mentioned above (17, 85). Zhang et al. showed that Prx inhibits the production of hydrogen peroxide as cells are treated with a ceramide analogue and prevents the release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, a critical step for apoptosis. Also, they showed that Prx can inhibit lipid peroxidation (86). Moreover, Trx acts as a donor of reducing equivalents to methionine sulfoxide reductase for protein repair.

It was believed that the GSH and the Trx systems function independently. Some studies showed that even though the ratio of GSH/GSSG is decreased by some oxidants, most Trx remains in the reduced state (87). However, some evidence has shown the existence of the interaction between GSSG and Trx in some species such as Plasmodium falciparum and Drosophila melanogaster (88, 89). GSSG can be reduced by Trx nonenzymatically. The maintenance of the ratio of GSH/GSSG by Trx in these organisms may be due to the difference of redox potentials between Trx and GSH: the redox
potentials of DmTrx-2, PfTrx, and GSSG are -275.4 mV, -271.9 mV, and -241 mV, respectively. Thus, electrons can be passed from Trx to GSSG. Also, the structures of these Trxs may also help the binding of GSSG to Trx (81).

S-glutathionylation was found to be a regulator of mammalian Trx-1. In addition to a redox-active cysteine pair, human Trx-1 has three additional cysteine residues, Cys-62, Cys-69, and Cys-73. S-glutathionylation on Cys-73 results in the loss of Trx activity (90).

The balance between formation of ROS and antioxidants is essential in cells; therefore, imbalance of the redox status leads to the occurrence of various diseases. Indeed, a variety of diseases associated with ROS has been identified, such as cancer, aging, several neurodegenerative diseases, atherosclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis (22, 74, 86). Thus, disruption of the redox status of cells can be a strategy applied in the development of new drugs. Development of antimalarial drugs is such an example.

1. Malaria

Malaria causes a serious global public health issue; 500 million cases are reported and 2.5 million people die of this disease annually (91). Four species of the Plasmodium family are able to cause human malaria: P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale, and P. malariae. The malaria in western Africa is mainly caused by P. falciparum, the malaria in eastern and southern Africa is caused by P. falciparum and P. vivax, while most malarial cases are caused by P. vivax outside of Africa, such as southern Asia, the Western Pacific, South America and Central America (92). Among these 4 species, P. falciparum is the most lethal species (91). Malaria parasites have been developing
resistance to anti-malarial drugs, causing the failure of clinical drug applications and the need to develop new antimalarials (93, 94).

As shown in Fig 1.1, the life cycle of a malarial parasite can be divided into three stages: mosquito, liver, and blood stages (91). Sporozoites can infect humans via a mosquito vector. After entering the human body, sporozoites reach the liver via the circulation system. In the liver, sporozoites form schizonts which release merozoites into bloodstream as liver cells become ruptured. Merozoites can then invade the red blood cells (RBCs) where they mature to trophozoites. Trophozoites undergo asexual division to form schizonts; each schizont contains 24-32 merozoites. After disruption of RBCs, the released merozoites will infect other RBCs immediately. The symptoms develop upon release of schizonts into blood: malarial parasites will induce cytokine dysfunction in the host, causing fever, chills, headaches, muscle pains, nausea and vomiting (95) and also cause malarial anemia (96).

During the blood stage, because of the high oxygen tension of the RBCs, the parasite requires antioxidants to deal with oxidative stress. As haemoglobin is taken into the parasite’s vacuole, superoxide anions are produced via the Fenton Reaction (Reaction 1.3) (94, 97). The parasites have a variety of cellular antioxidants to cope with oxidative stress; and these include the GSH and the Trx systems, and superoxide dismutase (SOD). However, catalase and Gpx are absent in malarial parasites, showing that they have a lower capacity for reducing hydrogen peroxide than other organisms (97, 98). In addition, it has been shown that glutathione reductase (GR) inhibition does not affect the parasites because the Trx system is able to substitute for GR and recycle GSSG to GSH (88). Thus, the Trx system is thought to constitute a primary antioxidant system in malarial parasites.
The TrxR from *P. falciparum* (PfTrxR), unlike mammalian TrxR, does not contain a selenocysteine residue, thereby suggesting a new direction for the development of anti-malarial drugs (99) (discussion below).

**Fig. 1.1** The life cycle of malarial parasites (100)
*Anopheles gambiae* is an insect vector of the malaria parasite. This type of mosquito has a special antioxidant system of which the Trx system comprises the main component (discussion below). Malaria parasites and the insect vector have high demand for the Trx system and differences among TrxRs from human, *A. gambiae*, and *P. falciparum* are observed. Therefore, it is hoped to develop inhibitors specific for TrxR from the host, parasites and the vector.

2. Thioredoxin reductase from dipteran insects

Dipteran insects such as *D. melanogaster* and *A. gambiae* have to deal with high levels of ROS because of their trachea (the insects have an extensive tracheal tubular respiratory system to distributes oxygen to nearly all tissues; during respiration, all tissues in these insects will be exposed to high concentrations of oxygen, leading to oxidative stress (101). and exposure to ionizing radiation (102). The antioxidant systems in this type of insect are different from those of mammals; dipteran insects have no GPx or GR (103). In order to maintain a high GSH/GSSG ratio, they depend on the ability of Trx(SH)2 to reduce GSSG nonenzymatically (rate constant ~ 170 M\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)) (89); therefore, the TrxR/Trx system has been shown to be even more important in dipteran insects.

The active sites of TrxRs from *D. melanogaster* and *A. gambiae* have been shown to be virtually identical and Trx-2 from *D. melanogaster* (DmTrx-2) is a good substrate for TrxR from *A. gambiae* (104).

*D. melanogaster* has several different forms of Trx: DmTrx-1 (DHD protein) and TrxT were found in the nucleus of the ovary and the testis, respectively (105, 106). A cytosolic form, DmTrx-2, is a better substrate for Prx and its function is similar to that of
human Trx-1 \cite{105, 106}. The TrxrR-1 gene codes for two isoforms, TrxR-1\textsuperscript{cyto} and TrxR-1\textsuperscript{mito} with different splicing. Both of them have almost identical biochemical properties but their physiological roles are not interchangeable. The null mutation of TrxR-1\textsuperscript{cyto} is lethal \cite{107}. 
E. Biochemical properties of Trx and peroxiredoxin

1. Mechanism of thioredoxin reactions

Trx is a small protein with a $M_r \sim 12$ kDa having a redox-active disulfide (Cys-32 Cys-35 \textit{E. coli} numbers) in a WCGPCK motif. Trx can undergo reversible reduction-oxidation in interactions with targeted proteins. Cys-32 is solvent-accessible and Cys-35 is buried. The microscopic $pK_a$ value of Cys-32 is close to physiological pH, allowing the deprotonation of Cys-32 at physiological pH. A thiolate anion on Cys-32 can initiate a nucleophilic attack on certain exposed protein disulfides to generate intermolecular mixed disulfides (MDS). Cys-35 acts as a resolving cysteine to attack the MDS and release the targeted protein and oxidized Trx. The $pK_a$ value of Cys-35 is a matter of dispute, but it is higher than that of Cys-32, and nearby Asp-26 has been shown to act as a base to facilitate the formation of thiolate anion on Cys-35 (108).

2. Structure of thioredoxin

The overall three-dimensional structures of Trxs from different species are similar; the amino acid residues responsible for catalysis and for the tertiary structure are highly conserved (106, 109). This typical Trx-fold is characterized by a central core of four (or five) strands of $\beta$-sheet surrounded by three or four $\alpha$-helixes as shown in Fig. 1.2. This fold is conserved in several redox proteins (e.g., protein disulfide isomerase, glutaredoxin (Grx), glutathione-S-transferase (GST), and GPx) (110). The redox–active cysteine pair is located on a protrusion allowing Trx to interact with targeted proteins (111). Unlike other Trxs, human Trx-1 has three additional cysteine residues (Cys-62, Cys-69 and Cys-73). Cys-62 and Cys-69 can form an intramolecular disulfide bond under
condition of oxidative stress. The formation of the second disulfide can transiently impair Trx activity. In addition, a homodimeric human Trx-1 can be formed under conditions of oxidative stress via Cys-73; the dimer is not a substrate for TrxR (112). Nitrosylation on Cys-69 of human Trx-1 by NO decreases Trx activity; the amount of intracellular NO can be regulated by this nitrosylation reaction (113).

![Fig. 1.2](image) Stereo view of the structure of a thioredoxin fold. The figure used here to demonstrate the structure of a thioredoxin fold is from DmTrx (106).

3. Peroxiredoxin

Peroxiredoxin; Prx (or thioredoxin peroxidase; TPx) is widely present in living organisms (114). Mammalian cells have at least six isoforms. Based on the catalytic mechanism, Prx can be divided into 3 subgroups: classic 2-Cys Prx, atypical 2-Cys Prx, and 1-Cys Prx (115). All of them contain an N-terminal cysteine residue that deprotonates at neutral pH because a nearby arginine residue lowers the pK_a (115). Typical 2-Cys Prxs (Prx I-IV) contain an additional C-terminal cysteine residue. During catalysis, the N-terminal cysteine residue will be oxidized to a sulfenic acid that reacts with the C-terminal cysteine residue from another Prx to form an intermolecular disulfide bond. This disulfide bond can be reduced by Trx but not by GSH or Grx. In one atypical
2-Cys Prx (Prx V), the resulting sulfenic acid on the N-terminal cysteine residue will react with another cysteine residue in the same Prx to form an intramolecular disulfide bond that can be reduced by Trx but not by GSH and Grx. 1-Cys Prx (Prx VI) has one catalytic cysteine residue that forms a sulfenic acid that can be reduced by other thiol compounds. The physiological thiolate donor for 1-Cys Prx has not been determined (114). It should be noted that Trx is not the only electron donor for Prx. AphC, a Prx from Salmonella typhimurium, can be reduced by AphF from S. typhimurium or NADH oxidase from Amphibacillus xylanus, both of which are pyridine nucleotide disulfide oxidoreductases, utilizing NADH (116-118). A plant Prx can accept electrons from Trx and Grx (115). Each Prx is tissue-specific and substrate-specific in different organisms (119). Prx II, one of the typical 2-Cys Prxs, has a remarkable rate constant (~1.3 ×10^7 M^-1 s^-1) in its reaction with hydrogen peroxide (120). It was believed that the primary function of Prx is to neutralize hydrogen peroxide. However, some isoforms of Prx are able to react with other reactive species. For example, AphC, the yeast Prx and mammalian Prx V and VI have been shown to exhibit peroxynitrite reductase activity (115). In addition, recently, Prx has been shown to be involved in signal transduction. Hydrogen peroxide is often used to act as a second messenger in signal cascades. Prx is able to neutralize hydrogen peroxide allowing Prx to regulate the signal pathways associated with hydrogen peroxide (114).
F. Thioredoxin reductase (TrxR) and thioredoxin-glutathione reductase (TGR)

Thioredoxin reductase (E.C. 1.6.4.5) is a member of the family of pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductases including GR, lipoamide dehydrogenase, and mercuric ion reductase (121). Two classes of TrxRs have been identified: low molecular weight TrxR (low Mr TrxR) and high molecular weight TrxR (high Mr TrxR). Low Mr TrxR, which consists of a dimer of monomers with a Mr 35,000, exists in prokaryotes, plants, and other lower eukaryotes, whereas high Mr TrxR, is a dimer with a monomer Mr of 55,000; it is found in higher eukaryotes. The green alga, *Clamydomonas reinhardtii*, has been found to possess both types of TrxRs (6).

1. Low molecular weight thioredoxin reductase

Low Mr TrxR is a dimeric flavoprotein (24, 122). The active site contains an NADPH binding site, an FAD binding site, a redox-active cysteine pair, and a Trx binding site. The reducing equivalents from the physiological substrate, NADPH, are passed successively to FAD, to a redox-active disulfide, and then to oxidized Trx. The structure of *E. coli* TrxR showed (123) that FADH\(^-\), reduced by NADPH, is able to pass reducing equivalents to a redox-active disulfide. However, in that conformation, which is referred to as the FO conformation, the distance between the nicotinamide ring of NADPH and FAD is more than 17 Å, which clearly does not allow the transfer of a hydride ion from NADPH to the isoalloxazine ring of FAD. Moreover, the buried redox-active cysteine pair is far removed from the putative Trx binding site. Thus, it was proposed that a 66 degree domain rotation is required to achieve a conformation referred to as the FR conformation, in which NADPH approaches FAD and the nascent dithiol of
the redox-active cysteine pair is able to interact with the disulfide bond of Trx (123-125).
The proposed FR conformation was later demonstrated by X-ray crystallography (125).

The redox-active disulfide (Cys-135 and Cys-138) in E. coli TrxR is responsible for interacting with oxidized Trx; Cys-135 is proposed to initiate a nucleophilic attack on the disulfide bond of oxidized Trx. The formation of the required thiolate anion is catalyzed by Asp-139 (126).

2. High molecular weight thioredoxin reductase

High Mr TrxR, a dimeric flavoprotein, has an NADPH binding site, an FAD binding site, and a redox-active disulfide (cysteine pair toward the N-terminus) all from one monomer; it also has either an additional redox-active disulfide or a selenenylsulfide formed from a conserved cysteine-cysteine or a cysteine-selenocysteine dyad, respectively; the cysteine pair or selenocysteine-cysteine pairs are penultimate to the C-terminus from the other monomer. Any conformational change in high Mr TrxR during catalysis is assumed to be comparatively small (127-130). The movement of a C-terminal tail has recently been modeled into the structure of human TrxR (131). The C-terminal tail not only brings the reducing equivalents from the apolar active site to oxidized Trx bound at the protein surface, but also blocks the approach of GSSG to the N-terminal dithiol so that GSSG is not a substrate of high Mr TrxRs (130, 132).

Three major types of high Mr TrxRs have been identified: mammalian, P. falciparum, and insect TrxRs. The structures and mechanisms of these three types of enzymes are generally very similar (93, 128, 130, 131, 133). The major structural difference is located in the C-terminal redox-active group, where mammalian TrxR has a
cysteine adjacent to a selenocysteine (Gly-Cys-Sec-C-Gly), *P. falciparum* TrxR contains two cysteine residues separated by 4 amino acid residues (Cys-xxxx-Cys), and insect TrxR has two adjacent Cys residues flanked by serine residues (Ser-Cys-Cys-Ser) (134). The sequence similarity between low and high *M*<sub>r</sub> TrxR is only approximately 35%, whereas there is much more similarity between high *M*<sub>r</sub> TrxR and other members of the same family (e.g., GR and lipoamide dehydrogenase). Therefore, the catalytic mechanism of high *M*<sub>r</sub> TrxR is similar to those of GR and lipoamide dehydrogenase rather than to low *M*<sub>r</sub> TrxR, but the mechanism of high *M*<sub>r</sub> TrxR is more complicated due to the additional redox active group (127).

The following is a review of three types of high *M*<sub>r</sub> TrxRs; mammalian TrxR and PfTrxR are discussed first for historical reasons. The catalytic mechanism and structure of thioredoxin reductase from *D. melanogaster* (DmTrxR), which is the subject of this dissertation, will then be addressed in more detail.

Three types of mammalian TrxRs have been identified: cytosolic TrxR-1, mitochondrial TrxR-2, and TrxR-3 (TGR; thioredoxin/glutathione reductase), highly expressed in the microsomal fraction of spermatozoa (5). All of them are selenocysteine (Sec)-containing proteins (132, 135, 136). The codon for Sec is UGA, which is also a stop codon for translation. A SECIS element (cis-acting Sec insertion sequence) is required for incorporation of selenocysteine into the enzymes (137). Selenocysteine is essential for the activity of mammalian TrxRs (138). The selenosulfide is thought to confer broad substrate tolerance to mammalian TrxRs, allowing it to function not only with Trx but also with several low molecular weight compounds (e.g., hydrogen peroxide, lipid dehydrogenase, ubiquinone, and lipoic acid) (22, 129, 139). Also, the
formation of a selenosulfide bond can relieve the ring strain of a disulfide bond formed between two adjacent cysteine residues, because the length of a selenosulfide bond is 15% longer than that of a disulfide bond (6). The mechanisms of TrxR-1 and TrxR-2 are similar. A hydride ion from NADPH is passed to FAD and the resulting FADH\(^{-}\) reduces the N-terminal redox-active disulfide; the nascent dithiol interchanges with the C-terminal selenylsulfide that finally interchanges with Trx (127, 128, 130, 140).

The biochemical properties of PfTrxR have been characterized (93, 141, 142). The passage of reducing equivalents is like that in TrxR-1 and TrxR-2, (141, 142).

TGR (TrxR-3), in contrast to TrxR-1 and TrxR-2, displays the activities of TrxR, GR, and Grx (132, 143). The molecular weight of the monomer of TGR is 65 kDa. TGR has an additional N-terminal glutaredoxin domain that is responsible for the GR and Grx activities. A selenocysteine has been shown to be required for these activities. A mechanism for TGR has been proposed in which a hydride ion from NADPH is passed to FAD that in turn reduces the N-terminal redox-active disulfide; the nascent dithiol interchanges with the C-terminal redox-active selenylsulfide. Then, reducing equivalents from the C-terminal redox center can be passed either to the Grx domain for Grx activity or to Trx for Trx activity (132, 143).

3. The catalytic mechanism and structural properties of DmTrxR

The spectral, structural, and kinetic properties of DmTrxR have been explored (129, 144). The catalytic mechanism of DmTrxR is similar to those of TrxRs from both mammals and \textit{P. falciparum} (93, 127, 129, 141, 142, 144). Interestingly, the adjacent cysteine residues (SCCS) in the C-terminal redox center in DmTrxR are very efficient for
catalysis. In contrast, the variant of mammalian TrxR in which selenocysteine is replaced by cysteine (GCUG by GCCG) retains only 1.1% of wild-type activity (138). It has been proposed that the flanking serine residues facilitate the formation of a thiolate ion on C-terminal cysteine residue in DmTrxR, whereas mammalian TrxR does not need serine residues because of the low pK$_a$ of selenocysteine (129). However, *Caenorhabditis elegans* TrxR-2 with two adjacent cysteine residues (Gly-Cys-Cys-Gly) still retains high activity (145). In addition, the mammalian TrxR variant with a SCCS sequence inserted in the C-terminal redox center only has <0.5% of wild-type activity (146). These data indicate that serine residues are not the only factors leading to high activity of DmTrxR.

The X-ray structures of high M$_r$ TrxRs from rat, mouse, and human have been determined (128, 130, 131, 133). The structure of a truncated DmTrxR, excluding the C-terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-489’ and Cys-490’) has also been determined (133). As shown in Fig. 1.2, two conserved histidine residues are identified in the active site: His-464’ and His-106. Both of them were proposed to be involved in the catalytic mechanism (129). The functions of His-464’ will be addressed in this study. His-106 was initially proposed to act as a proton donor to the thiol group of the departing Trx (21). However, recently, His-106 was shown to play a structural role rather than acting as an acid-base catalyst (147).
Fig. 1.3 Stereo view showing the relative positions of amino acid residues in the active site of DmTrxR. The active site contains an FAD, an N-terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-57 and Cys-62), and a C-terminal terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-489’ and Cys-490’). His-464’ is adjacent to the N-terminal redox-active disulfide and the distance between NE2 of His-464’ and the sulfur atom of Cys-57 is 3.69 Å. The distance between ND1 of His-464’ and OE2 of Glu-469’ is 2.8 Å (133). His-106 was shown to play a structural role rather than acting as an acid-base catalyst. PyMol was applied to generate the figure, and the structure used here is based on the structure of rat TrxR (pdb accession code: 1H6V) (128).

The catalytic mechanism of DmTrxR has been proposed (144). At the time it was proposed, it was the most detailed mechanism available for high Mₘ TrxR. The flow of reducing equivalents is like that presented above for human- and PfTrxR. The overall reaction can be separated by two half reactions as shown in Scheme 1.1. In the reductive half-reaction, oxidized enzyme, denoted by Eₙox, is reduced by the first equiv of NADPH to form 2-electron reduced enzyme (EH₂); NADPH is bound to the re side of the isoalloxazine ring of FAD and a charge-transfer complex (CTC) of FADH⁻-NADP⁺ is produced (EH₂₅ in Scheme 1.1). FADH⁻ passes reducing equivalents to an N-terminal
redox-active disulfide (Cys-57 and Cys-62) that is on the si side of the isoalloxazine ring of FAD, and the thiolate-FAD CTC involving Cys-62 is produced (EH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{B} in Scheme 1.1). The reducing equivalents interchange between the nascent N-terminal dithiol and the C-terminal disulfide (Cys-489’ and Cys-490’) (EH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{B} and EH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{D}). Subsequently, a second NADPH molecule reduces EH\textsubscript{2} to produce 4-electron reduced enzyme (EH\textsubscript{4}). EH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{A} is converted to EH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{B} and NADP\textsuperscript{+} dissociates (EH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{C}) to complete the reductive half-reaction. In the oxidative half-reaction the nascent C-terminal dithiol interchanges with the disulfide of Trx to return the enzyme to the EH\textsubscript{2} state. Thus, the enzyme cycles between EH\textsubscript{2} and EH\textsubscript{4} in the catalysis (93, 144).
Scheme 1.1 The proposed catalytic mechanism of wild-type DmTrxR. The reductive half-reaction involves the steps denoted by rate constants, \(k_1\)-\(k_{18}\) and the oxidative half-reaction involves the steps \(k_{19}\)-\(k_{24}\). MC, Michaelis complex; MDS, mixed disulfide. Residues numbered without a prime come from one monomer and those with a prime come from the other monomer.
As the catalytic mechanism for DmTrxR as shown in Scheme 1.1 implies, two dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions are involved in the catalysis of DmTrxR. Thiol groups are chemically inactive species \((148)\). Thus, formation of a reactive thiolate anion is required to initiate the interchange reaction. However, the pKa value of a thiol group in aqueous solution is approximately 8.3, which is considerably above physiological pH \((148)\). The protein milieu is needed to lower the pKa value of the thiol to facilitate the reaction. A glutamate-histidine dyad is the acid-base catalyst in other members of the same family such as GR and lipoamide dehydrogenase \((149-151)\). The alignment of amino acid sequences of high Mr TrxRs shows that histidine and glutamate residues are conserved among the TrxRs from different species \((93)\). Therefore, the dyad is proposed to act as an acid-base catalyst of TrxRs.

The analogous dyad (His-509’ and Glu-514’) in PfTrxR has been shown to be essential in catalysis, and theoretical calculations showed that the function of the dyad is important in human TrxR \((93, 152, 153)\). In studies described in this dissertation, the functions of the dyad of His-464’and Glu-469’ in the catalytic mechanism of DmTrxR were investigated.

a. The function of the histidine residue in the catalytic mechanism

In GR, a histidine residue in the active site is able to facilitate the formation of a thiolate anion by acting as a base catalyst, and by stabilizing the thiolate anion as an ion pair between thiolate and the imidazolium ion. In addition, it also is capable of serving as a donor to protonate the thiolate of glutathione to prevent the back reaction \((154, 155)\). In lipoamide dehydrogenase, a histidine residue also acts as an acid-base catalyst \((156)\).
However, an aspartate residue rather than a histidine residue is involved in the catalytic mechanism of low Mr, *E. coli* TrxR (126). It has been shown in PfTrxR that the analogous histidine residue (His-509’) is involved in the reductive and oxidative half reactions (93). Thus, His-464’ is proposed to act as an acid-base catalyst in the catalytic mechanism of DmTrxR. Details of the functions of the histidine residue in human TrxR have been a matter of dispute: Brandt *et al.* suggested that the catalytic triad of aspartate-histidine-selenocysteine is essential to stabilize a selenolate in human TrxR (152), whereas Eckenroth *et al.* showed that it was unlikely that selenocysteine could interact with the histidine residue because of structural restrictions in human TrxR (133).

**b. The function of glutamate residue in the catalytic mechanism**

The triad of serine, histidine and aspartate has been observed in the putative active site of the serine proteases (157-159). The catalytic triad of Ser-195, His-57 and Asp-102 has been extensively studied in chymotrypsin. Initially, Asp-102 was thought to be involved in a charge-relay system with His-57 to convert a weakly nucleophilic -CH2OH group on Ser195 to a more reactive alkoxide ion, -CH2O-. The charge-relay was later found to be unlikely because the pKₐ value of the histidine residue is higher than that of the glutamate residue (157). The emerging NMR data suggested that a low barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB) is involved in the catalytic mechanism (158).

In serine proteases, a weak hydrogen bond is formed between Asp-102 and His-57 in the ground state where the distance between these two amino acid residues is 3.3 Å (160). In the transition state, the formation of a LBHB between these two amino acid residues can lower the activation barrier of the reaction. During the catalysis by serine
proteases, the LBHB is formed when the pK\textsubscript{a} values of the hydrogen donor and acceptor are closely matched and the distance between Asp-102 and His-57 is less than the sum of van der Waals radii, i.e., the distance must be less than 2.65 Å (158, 161). It was thought that the formation of a LBHB is unlikely in water: a nearby water molecule can form a hydrogen bond with the hydrogen acceptor and/or the hydrogen donor, leading to the failure of the formation of a LBHB (158). However, recently, it has been suggested on the basis of theoretical calculations that LBHBs can exist in water (161). The formation of a LBHB can also be favorable in a hydrophobic environment. The strength of a LBHB is dependent on how closely the pK\textsubscript{a} values of a hydrogen acceptor and donor are matched (161). The pK\textsubscript{a} values of two amino acid residues of a dyad might be nearly identical during catalysis in a hydrophobic environment (162). The free energy of a normal hydrogen bond is approximately 2.4 to 12 kJ/mol, whereas the free energy of a LBHB is 12-24 kJ/mol (158). Thus, it is clear that the formation of an LBHB is able to stabilize an intermediate species during the catalysis of chymotrypsin. Nevertheless, the LBHB mechanism is still contentious (163).

A histidine residue is capable of facilitating catalysis in enzymes in the absence of an adjacent acidic amino acid. His-176 in glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase has been shown to act as a base catalyst for Cys-149 and to stabilize the thiolate anion on Cys-149 by the formation of an ion pair (164, 165). A hydrogen bond forming between the essential histidine residue with the hydroxyl group from a threonine (or a serine) residue is able to fix the orientation of the histidine residue, allowing the histidine to be correctly juxtaposed to the sulphur atom of Cys-149 (166). However, there is no acidic amino acid (e.g., glutamate or aspartate) adjacent to the histidine residue in this enzyme,
showing that a histidine residue is able to facilitate the catalysis in absence of an acidic amino acid residue.

The functions of a glutamate residue in the family of pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductases have barely been studied. The structure of GR shows a distance of only 2.8 Å between the glutamate and histidine residues (149). The kinetic, spectroscopic and catalytic properties of the glutamate variants of lipoamide dehydrogenase from \textit{Azotobacter vinelandii} have been explored briefly (150, 151). The activities of E455’D and E455’Q lipoamide dehydrogenases from \textit{Azotobacter vinelandii}, in which Glu-455’ is replaced by Asp and Gln, respectively, are 1.6% and 1.3% that of wild-type enzyme, respectively, when the NAD$^+$ analog, 3-acetylpyridine adenine dinucleotide, was used as the acceptor (151). This NAD analog has a considerably higher redox potential than NAD, and therefore is a better electron acceptor. The glutamate residue in that lipoamide dehydrogenase has also been shown to affect the acid-base properties of the histidine residue and to help the orientation of the histidine residue (150, 151). The glutamate variant of PfTrxR showed slower rates in the reductive and oxidative half-reactions relative to wild-type enzyme, indicating the glutamate residue makes the histidine residue a better catalyst (93).

In DmTrxR, as shown in Fig. 1.2, the distance between the oxygen atom of Glu-469’ and the nitrogen atom of His-464’ is 2.8 Å (133). The active site of DmTrxR is in a hydrophobic environment. This made it important to study the role of Glu-469’ in the catalysis of DmTrxR in detail.

In the studies described in this thesis, the roles of His-464’ and Glu-469’ in the catalysis of DmTrxR were explored. In Chapter 2, we compared the kinetic,
spectroscopic, and catalytic properties of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR, in which His-464’ is replaced by Gln, to investigate the function of His-464’ in the acid-base catalysis of DmTrxR. Because thiolate formation is pH dependent, the pH effect on these biochemical properties of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR were also compared. In Chapter 3, E469’Q and E469’A DmTrxR, in which Glu-469’ is replaced by Gln and Ala, respectively, were studied kinetically, spectroscopically, and in terms of their catalytic properties to develop a better understanding of the function of Glu-469’ in the acid-base catalyst of DmTrxR.
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Chapter 2: The function of His-464’ in acid-base catalysis of thioredoxin reductase from *Drosophila melanogaster*

A. Abstract

Thioredoxin reductase (TrxR) catalyses the reduction of thioredoxin (Trx) by NADPH. Like other members of the pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductase enzyme family, the enzyme from *Drosophila melanogaster* is a homodimer, and each catalytically active unit consists of three redox centers: FAD and an N-terminal Cys-57/Cys-62 redox-active disulfide from one monomer, and a Cys-489’/Cys-490’ C-terminal redox-active disulfide from the second monomer. Because dipteran insects such as *D. melanogaster* lack glutathione reductase, thioredoxin reductase (DmTrxR) is particularly important; in addition to its normal functions, it also reduces GSSG for antioxidant protection. DmTrxR, used as a model for the enzyme from the malaria vector, *Anopheles gambiae*, has been shown to cycle in catalysis between the two-electron and four-electron reduced states, EH$_2$ and EH$_4$ [Bauer et al. (2003) *J. Biol. Chem.* 278, 33020-33028]. His-464’ acts as an acid-base catalyst of the dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions required in catalysis. The H464’Q enzyme has only 2% of the wild-type activity, emphasizing the importance of this residue. The pH dependence of $V_{max}$ for wild-type DmTrxR has $pK_a$ values of 6.4 and 9.3 on the DmTrxR-DmTrx-2 complex, whereas H464’Q DmTrxR only has an observable $pK_a$ at 6.4, indicating that the $pK_a$ at pH 9.3 is contributed mainly by His-464’. The $pK_a$ at pH 6.4 has been assigned to Cys-57 and Cys-490’; the thiolate on Cys-490’ is the nucleophile in the reduction of Trx. In
contrast to wild-type DmTrxR, H464'Q DmTrxR does not stabilize a thiolate-FAD charge-transfer complex in the presence of excess NADPH. The rates of steps in both the reductive and oxidative half reactions are markedly diminished in H464’Q DmTrxR compared with those of wild-type enzyme, indicating that His-464’ is involved in both half reactions.
B. Introduction

Thioredoxin reductase (EC 1.6.4.5) (TrxR) belongs to the family of pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductases that includes glutathione reductase (GR), lipoamide dehydrogenase, trypanothione reductase, and mercuric ion reductase (1, 2). The enzyme catalyzes the reaction: $\text{NADPH} + \text{H}^+ + \text{Trx(S)}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{NADP}^+ + \text{Trx(SH)}_2$ (3). The TrxR/Trx system has been shown to be involved in important physiological functions, such as cell growth, inflammation reactions, and apoptosis. Trx has also been shown to be an anti-apoptotic factor by binding to ASK-1 (4). TrxR functions as one of the major antioxidant systems in biology (5-8). Reduced thioredoxin (Trx(SH)$_2$) is able to donate reducing equivalents to both ribonucleotide reductase and methionine sulfoxide reductase to enable their catalyses (9, 10). Trx is also capable of regulating the DNA-binding activities of several redox-sensitive transcriptional factors, such as NF-KB, AP-1, HIF-1$\alpha$, the estrogen receptor, the glucocorticoid receptor, and Ref-1 (11-13). Moreover, Trx(SH)$_2$, the product of the Trx/TrxR system, is an important antioxidant for reducing reactive oxygen species and providing reducing equivalents to thioredoxin peroxidase to reduce hydrogen peroxide (14).

The TrxR/Trx system has been shown to be particularly important in dipteran insects, such as *Drosophila melanogaster* and *Anopheles gambiae*, the vector of tropical malaria, because GR is absent in these organisms (15, 16). Thus, to maintain a high ratio of glutathione (GSH) to glutathione disulfide (GSSG) in the cell, Trx(SH)$_2$ is necessary to reduce GSSG nonenzymatically. TrxRs from *D. melanogaster* and *A. gambiae* share 69% similarity and the residues that contribute to the active sites of the two enzymes are virtually identical. Another indication of similarity is the fact that the substrate for the fly...
enzyme, DmTrx-2, is a good substrate of TrxR from *A. gambiae* and is used in the present work (16). Compared to DmTrx-1, DmTrx-2 is now thought to be the major form of Trx (>50 μM) in *D. melanogaster* (17). For these reasons, TrxR from *D. melanogaster* is an excellent model of the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme from *Diptera*.

Two forms of TrxR have been identified: low Mr TrxR with a monomer Mr of ~35,000 and high Mr TrxR with a monomer Mr of ~55,000 (2). Low Mr TrxR exists in prokaryotes, plants, and lower eukaryotes, whereas high Mr TrxR is found in higher eukaryotes. Both forms of TrxR are homodimeric flavoenzymes (3, 18, 19). The active site of low Mr TrxR contains an NADPH binding site, a FAD binding site, and one redox-active disulfide (18, 20, 21). High Mr TrxR has either an additional redox-active disulfide or a selenenylsulfide formed from conserved cysteine-cysteine or cysteine-selenocysteine dyads in the neighboring subunit (22-24). It has been shown that low Mr TrxR and high Mr TrxR have different catalytic mechanisms: in low Mr TrxR, a large conformational change is required to move reducing equivalents from the apolar flavin site to the surface of the protein where Trx binds (25); in high Mr TrxR, this transfer is mediated by a second disulfide or selenenylsulfide, and any conformational changes required are comparatively small (22, 26-28). Comparisons to other members in the family of pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductases reveal that the sequence of high Mr TrxR is more homologous to GR and lipoamide dehydrogenase than to low Mr TrxR (2, 26). Thus, it is likely that the catalytic mechanism of high Mr TrxR is similar to those of GR and lipoamide dehydrogenase, although somewhat more complicated because of the presence of the required additional redox active group (22-24, 27).
The active site of TrxR from *D. melanogaster* (DmTrxR), a high Mr TrxR, contains three redox centers: FAD, an N-terminal disulfide (Cys57-Cys62) adjacent to the flavin, both from one subunit, and a second disulfide (Cys489’-Cys490’) penultimate to the C-terminal serine residue from the other subunit (29) as shown in Fig. 2.1. The C-terminal polypeptide chain containing Cys-489’ and Cys-490’ is flexible; it is proposed that it assumes alternate positions, first near His-464’, the acid-base catalyst, to form a mixed disulfide between Cys-57 and Cys-490’, and then at the protein surface, as shown in Fig. 2.1, in order to react with Trx. A catalytic mechanism for DmTrxR has been proposed (30), as shown in Scheme 1. NADPH reduces FAD via hydride transfer. The resulting FADH\(^-\) passes reducing equivalents to the adjacent redox-active-disulfide (Cys57-Cys62), which is on the *s* side of the flavin ring, to produce a thiolate-FAD CTC involving Cys-62 (EH\(_2\)\(^B\) in Scheme 2.1). This nascent dithiol reduces the C-terminal cysteine pair (Cys489’-Cys490’) via a dithiol-disulfide interchange reaction. Finally, the resultant reduced C-terminal cysteine pair reduces the disulfide of the substrate, Trx. Most of these intermediate species in catalysis have identifiable spectral properties that were reported in McMillan et al., Table 1 (31).
Fig. 2.1 Stereo view showing the relative positions of amino acid residues in the active site of DmTrxR. The active site contains an FAD, an N-terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-57 and Cys-62), and a C-terminal terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-489’ and Cys-490’). His-464’ is adjacent to the N-terminal redox-active disulfide and the distance between NE2 of His-464’ and the sulfur atom of Cys-57 is 3.69 Å. PyMol was applied to generate the figure, and the structure used here is based on the structure of rat TrxR (pdb accession code: 1H6V) (26).

It has been shown that high Mr TrxR cycles between EH2 and EH4 in catalysis (30, 31). As implied in Scheme 2.1, to initiate the interchange reaction, deprotonation of Cys-57 to form its thiolate is required for nucleophilic attack on the C-terminal disulfide, similarly to that reported for lipoamide dehydrogenase (32). In all members of the pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductase family, with the exception of low Mr TrxR, a histidine residue in the active site, and derived from the adjacent subunit, acts as an acid-base catalyst in the dithiol-disulfide interchange (33-36). Furthermore, in the high Mr TrxRs from human, D. melanogaster, and Plasmodium falciparum, analogous histidine residues act as acid-base catalysts to facilitate the interchange reactions between disulfides and dithiols (29, 31, 37). Based on the structures of GR and the related TrxRs from rat, mouse, human, and D. melanogaster, it is suggested that NE2 of the imidazole
ring of His-464’ is close to the interchange thiol (Cys-57) in DmTrxR (26, 28, 29, 31, 34-36, 38). Thus, in DmTrxR, it appears that the function of His-464’ is to act as the acid-base catalyst for the dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions. In this work, the role of His-464’ was examined by measuring the pH dependence of various enzyme properties using steady-state kinetics methods, static NADPH titrations, and stopped-flow spectrophotometric methods to determine the kinetics of the reductive and oxidative half reactions of the enzyme.
Scheme 2.1 The proposed catalytic mechanism of wild-type DmTrxR. The reductive half-reaction involves the steps denoted by rate constants, $k_1$-$k_{18}$ and the oxidative half-reaction involves the steps $k_{19}$-$k_{24}$. MC, Michaelis complex; MDS, mixed disulfide. Charge transfer is indicated by a dashed arrow. Residues numbered without a prime come from one monomer and those with a prime come from the other monomer. While there is no direct evidence to show that Cys-490' is the nucleophile that attacks the disulfide bond of DmTrx, Cys-490' in DmTrxR occupies the same position as Sec-489' in mammalian TrxR. Because the Sec-489' is believed to initiate nucleophilic attack on Trx, Cys-490' in DmTrxR is thought to be the nucleophile to attack the disulfide bond of DmTrx. Data in Bauer et al. indicate that the S of Cys-490' is attacked by Cys-57 in the step $k_7$ and that the thiol of Cys-490' initiates the dithiol-disulfide interchange with Trx (30).
C. Materials and Methods

1. Chemicals

NADPH, lysozyme, FAD, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, leupeptin, pepstatin, tricine, boric acid, citric acid, and GSSG were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid agarose for purification of His-tagged proteins was from QIAGEN. Isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside was supplied by Invitrogen. 4-20% SDS-PAGE gels were purchased from NuSep. All other chemicals and reagents were from Fisher Scientific unless stated.

2. DNA sequencing of wild-type DmTrxR-1 and the histidine mutant

The plasmids containing cDNA for wild-type DmTrxR, H464Q DmTrxR, and DmTrx-2 were kindly provided by S. Gromer. The cDNA fragments encoding the genes of interest were inserted into the pQE-30 plasmid that allows for expression of N-terminal His-tagged proteins. pQE-30 was obtained from QIAGEN. The sequence of each plasmid was verified by the sequencing core facility at the University of Michigan.

3. Preparation of wild-type DmTrxR-1, the histidine mutant, and DmTrx-2

The preparation methods were similar to those described previously (15, 17). Briefly, the bacterial strain, NovaBlue from Novagen, was used for protein expression with induction by isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside. The harvested cells were suspended in 50 mM potassium phosphate, containing 300 mM NaCl and 10 mM imidazole. In the preparation of enzymes, FAD (100 μM) was added to the lysate solution. The bacteria then were treated with lysozyme to weaken the cell walls. The
protease inhibitors, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, leupeptin and pepstatin, were added to
the cell lysate, which was then sonicated. The His\textsubscript{6}-tagged proteins were applied to a
nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid column and eluted by a step-gradient of imidazole. All elution
buffers for the preparation of enzymes contained 100 \( \mu \text{M} \) FAD. The procedures for
isolation of proteins were performed at 4 \( ^\circ \text{C} \). The purity of each fraction of enzyme and
of DmTrx-2 was estimated by 4-20\% SDS-PAGE. The imidazole in each fraction was
removed using a 10-DG desalting column from Bio-Rad to avoid the known instability of
these proteins during dialysis. The concentrations of DmTrxR and of the histidine
mutants, as well as of DmTrx-2 were determined spectrally using values of \( \varepsilon_{462\text{nm}} = \)
11,900 \( \text{M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \) for DmTrxRs and \( \varepsilon_{277\text{nm}} = 7,320 \text{M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \) for DmTrx-2 (30, 39).

4. Determination of the activities of DmTrxR and of the histidine variant

The activities of both wild-type DmTrxR and the histidine variant were measured
by rates of consumption of NADPH, monitored at 340 nm in the presence of 100 \( \mu \text{M} \)
NADPH, 50 \( \mu \text{M} \) DmTrx-2, and 0.3 mM GSSG in a universal buffer, pH 7.6 containing
25 mM monobasic phosphate, 25 mM borate, 25 mM tricine and 25 mM citrate (40); this
buffer mixture does not maintain constant ionic strength. Results were corrected for acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis of NADPH; the corrections were significant only in assays of the
altered enzyme having low activity.
5. Steady-state kinetics of wild-type DmTrxR and the histidine variant over a range of pH.

The reaction rates of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR were determined at different pH values in the universal buffer by following the consumption of NADPH with various concentrations of DmTrx-2 and a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 μM) in the presence of GSSG (0.3 mM). Results were corrected for the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of NADPH. $K_m$ and $V_{\text{max}}$ values were derived from a Michaelis-Menten graph of turnover numbers versus concentration of DmTrx-2 fit to the equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The profiles of pH were fit to equations 1 and 2 to obtain the two pK_a value(s).

\[
v = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{10^{-pH} + 1} \quad \text{Equation 2.1}
\]

\[
v = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{10^{-pK_{a1}} + 10^{-pK_{a2}} + 1} \quad \text{Equation 2.2}
\]

6. Titrations of wild-type DmTrxR and the histidine variant with NADPH.

The enzymes were made anaerobic in cuvettes by ~10 cycles of evacuation followed by flushing with purified argon. This procedure was performed on ice to minimize evaporation of the sample. A Hamilton titrating syringe containing an anaerobic solution of NADPH was attached to the cuvette and small aliquots of NADPH were added during the titration. Spectra of enzymes were recorded with a Cary 3 spectrophotometer from Varian after each addition of NADPH.
7. The kinetics of the reductive half-reactions of wild-type DmTrxR and the histidine variant using stopped-flow spectrophotometry.

The reductive half-reactions of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR were studied by placing NADPH in anaerobic buffer in one syringe, and oxidized enzyme in anaerobic buffer in the other syringe of the SF-61 DX2 stopped-flow system from Hi-Tech at 25 °C. The evolving changes in the spectra during the reaction with NADPH were observed using the photodiode array detector, and absorbance changes at single wavelengths were collected using the monochromator and a photomultiplier detector. The dead-time of the stopped-flow instrument is 1.5 ms and the first spectrum is recorded starting 1.5 ms after the dead-time of instrument. The apparent rate constants were derived from single-wavelength data with KinetAsyst (version 3.16) from Hi-Tech.

8. The kinetics of the oxidative half-reactions of wild-type DmTrxR and the histidine variant using stopped-flow spectrophotometry.

The oxidative half-reactions of wild-type or H464’Q enzyme were studied using the SF-61 DX 2 double-mixing stopped-flow spectrophotometer from Hi-Tech, at 25 °C. Wild-type or H464’Q DmTrxR were pre-reduced with 2 equiv of NADPH anaerobically for 10 seconds in the first mix to produce EH₄, and the pre-reduced enzymes were mixed with various concentrations of Trx. The data were collected as described above for the reductive half-reaction. The turbidity introduced by DmTrx-2 increases the absorbance especially between 300 and 400 nm. To correct the spectra after mixing enzymes and Trx-2, we have subtracted the spectrum that was generated after mixing buffer and Trx-2.
from the original spectra. The apparent rate constants of the reactions were derived from single-wavelength data with KinetAsyst (version 3.16 from Hi-Tech).
D. Results and Discussion

1. Effect of pH on the activity of wild-type and variant TrxR

We have investigated the pattern of macroscopic pK\textsubscript{a} values in the H464’Q variant of DmTrxR to further understand the roles of His-464’ as an acid-base catalyst in the catalytic mechanism, in particular in the steps involving dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions (Scheme 2.1, steps \( k_7, k_9, k_{19}, k_{23} \)). H464’Q DmTrxR was cloned and expressed, and its properties were compared with those of wild-type DmTrxR. The activity of H464’Q DmTrxR was only 2% that of wild-type DmTrxR under standard assay conditions (\( k_{\text{cat}} = 0.33\pm0.02 \text{ s}^{-1} \) vs \( 15.3\pm0.1 \text{ s}^{-1} \)), which highlights the importance of His464 in catalysis. The effect of the mutation on the activity of DmTrxR is comparable to those changes observed upon analogous mutations of GR and lipoamide dehydrogenase ([41, 42]). Because the \( K_m \) for NADPH is less than 2 \( \mu \text{M} \), its value could not be determined accurately (data not shown). Therefore, \( V_{\text{max}} \) and \( K_m \) values for the substrate, DmTrx-2, for wild-type or H464’Q DmTrxR at different pH values were determined using a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 \( \mu \text{M} \)). As shown in Fig. 2.2, two apparent pK\textsubscript{a} values are present in the pH profile of \( V_{\text{max}} \) of wild-type DmTrxR; one is at pH 6.4, and the other is at pH 9.3; however, only one pK\textsubscript{a} value (6.4) can be discerned in the pH profile of \( V_{\text{max}} \) for H464’Q DmTrxR. The group with a pK\textsubscript{a} of ~9.3 is missing in the complex of H464’Q DmTrxR and DmTrx-2, implying that the higher pK\textsubscript{a} value is contributed by His-464’; this residue must be protonated in order to stabilize Cys-57 or Cys-490’, the likely the thiolates initiating dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions (Scheme 2.1 and discussion below). The high pK\textsubscript{a} value attributed to His-464’ is
reminiscent of the active site of papain; in papain, the pK_a value of His-157 is increased by formation of an ion pair with Cys-25 (43, 44).

![Graph showing pH profiles of V_max for wild-type DmTrxR (A) and H464’Q DmTrxR (B).](image)

**Fig. 2.2** The pH profiles of V_max for wild-type DmTrxR (A) and H464’Q DmTrxR (B). The turnover numbers were determined from the rate of NADPH consumption with various concentrations of DmTrx2 and a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 μM), in the presence of GSSG (0.3 mM) at different pH values. The K_m and V_max were derived from a graph of turnover number versus concentration of DmTrx-2 fit to an equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The data were fit to Equations 2.1 and 2.2 to calculate the pK_a values.

Plots of V_max/K_m for wild-type DmTrxR allow for the estimation of macroscopic pK_a values of 7.0 and 8.7 on the free wild-type DmTrxR; similar values are observed in the plot of V_max vs. pH. V_max/K_m values for H464’Q DmTrxR do not yield clear pK_a values, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Our preliminary interpretation is that the pattern at low pH suggests a pK_a similar to that derived for wild-type DmTrxR, but the data at high pH for the variant are ambiguous.
The most obvious assignments of the macroscopic pK$_a$ value of 6.4 are to the two interchange thiols, Cys-57 and Cys-490’, which must be deprotonated in order to initiate dithiol-disulfide interchange (steps $k_7$, $k_9$ and $k_{19}$, $k_{23}$, respectively, Scheme 2.1). The fact that the pK$_a$ value is observed in plots of $V_{\text{max}}$ as well as of $V_{\text{max}}/K_m$ (see above) reflects the complexity of the substrate, DmTrx-2, that, after binding, reacts with the enzyme to form a covalent intermediate (MDS in Scheme 2.1). However, it seems highly probable that Cys-57 and Cys-490’ contribute significantly to the macroscopic pK$_a$ at pH 6.4 on
the enzyme-substrate complex. There may be an analogy between the situation at this point in catalysis and that existing in GR just prior to interchange with GSSG (32). The $pK_a$ of the interchange thiol of GR is much higher than that of the charge-transfer thiol, and base catalysis is therefore essential to initiate interchange. The base in GR is slightly closer to the interchange thiol than to the flavin-interacting thiol (34-36). His-464' in DmTrxR would be positioned in such a way that it can interact with Cys-57 in one conformation, and with Cys-490' in a slightly different conformation (38). Surprisingly, this $pK_a$ value is not changed by mutation of His-464', suggesting that in H464'Q DmTrxR, deprotonation of cysteine residues may be feasible at physiological pH. However, in this variant, the cysteine thiolate anions are less stable because of the loss of the stabilizing protonated His-464'. The imidazole group of His-464’ must be uncharged in order to assist in the formation of thiolate, and the resulting imidazolium can stabilize the thiolate by ion-pair interaction. Plots of $V_{\text{max}}$ vs pH show that His-464’ must be protonated for maximal activity; therefore, stabilization by ion-pair formation must be more important than base catalysis.

It has been shown that imidazole will partially restore the activity in variants of thioredoxin for which the putative catalyst of thiol-disulfide interchange has been altered (45). Thus, it was of interest to investigate the effect of imidazole and imidazolium on the activity of the histidine variant at different pH values. The imidazole/imidazolium ratio is pH dependent; therefore, the concentration of active species, imidazole, was calculated and is indicated in Fig. 2.4. Relatively high concentrations of imidazole partially restored the activity of H464’Q DmTrxR, but had much smaller effects on wild-type enzyme. Moreover, the effect of imidazole on the activity of H464’Q DmTrxR at pH 8.5 was less
than that at pH 7.5 (Fig. 2.4). This is expected because the deprotonation of thiol groups is more favorable at higher pH, thereby decreasing the effect of imidazole on the activity of H464'Q DmTrxR. The effects due to the addition of imidazole to the variant are consistent with the histidine residue in wild-type enzyme acting as an acid-base catalyst to facilitate the formation of thiolate anion as well as to stabilize the thiolate by ionic interaction.

Fig. 2.4 The turnover numbers of wild-type DmTrxR and H464’Q DmTrxR in the presence of imidazole-imidazolium at pH 7.5 at pH 8.5. (●) wild-type enzyme, pH 7.5, left y-axis; (■) wild-type enzyme, pH 8.5, left-axis. (○) H464’Q DmTrxR, pH 7.5, right y-axis; (□) H464’Q DmTrxR, pH 8.5, right y-axis. The concentration of imidazole, the active species, was calculated using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation.

A similar example of stabilization by ionic interaction and acid-base catalysis has been studied in papain, where an ion-pair is formed between Cys-25 and His-159. Proton NMR measurements on the resting enzyme have shown that the ion-pair is favored by nearly 100 % over the thiol-imidazole form (43, 44). Chymotrypsin is the most commonly referred to example of an enzyme having a catalytic triad, Ser-His-Asp, and this is analogous to Cys-His-Glu in TrxR (46, 47).
2. Titrations of wild-type and variant TrxR

Static titrations of wild-type and variant TrxR with NADPH were carried out to ascertain the effects of the mutation of His-464 on the electron distribution among the three redox centers. The titration of wild-type DmTrxR led to a blue-shift of the main flavin band (from 462 nm to 450 nm), and the formation of the thiolate-FAD CTC identified by increased absorbance at 540 nm; formation of the FADH^–-NADP^+ CTC, which contributes a broad band around 670 nm, can only be observed transiently using rapid reaction techniques (see below) (30, 42, 48) (Fig. 2.5). After 1 equiv of NADPH was added, the wild-type enzyme was reduced to the EH2 state (2-electron-reduced enzyme), and the high absorbance at 540 nm showed that EH2^B and EH2^C predominated among the four EH2 isoforms (Scheme 2.1). Further addition of NADPH produced EH4^B and a small amount of EH4^A (Scheme 2.1), as shown by the slight loss of flavin absorbance at 462 nm. However, in the titration of wild-type DmTrxR the thiolate-FAD CTC observed at 540 nm reached a maximum and did not decrease, even in the presence of excess NADPH. These results are consistent with the previous findings of Bauer et al. for DmTrxR (30). Titrations of wild-type enzyme with NADPH at various pH values showed that the intensity and spectral characteristics of the thiolate-FAD CTC were largely unchanged between pH 7 and 9 (Fig. 2.6).
Fig. 2.5 Titration of wild-type with NADPH at pH 8. Spectra are as follows. 1, \( E_{\text{ox}} \); 2, after addition of 1 equiv of NADPH; 3, after 6 equiv of NADPH. (Inset) absorbance at 462 nm (●), left y-axis; and 540 nm (□), right y-axis as function of equiv of NADPH added. B: Spectra and Inset as in A.
In stark contrast to results with wild-type DmTrxR, the spectra of reduced H464′Q DmTrxR revealed that excess NADPH fully reduced the flavin (Fig. 2.7 cf. Fig. 2.5). This result indicates that the relative redox potentials of FAD, the N-terminal disulfide, and the C-terminal cysteine pair are altered in H464′Q DmTrxR from those of
wide-type enzyme. Fig. 2.7 (inset) shows that the thiolate-FAD CTC reached a maximum and then decreased, indicating that the histidine variant was reduced beyond the EH₄ level in the presence of more than 2 equiv of NADPH, resulting in the loss of the thiolate-FAD CTC. In this family of enzymes, the redox potential of the flavin is normally lower than that of the disulfide(s); the CTC absorbance is diagnostic for the reduction of the disulfides. Even in the mammalian enzyme where the C-terminal redox active group is a selenenylsulfide, titration with dithionite shows uptake of three 2-electron equivalents before unreacted dithionite is detected (22). Furthermore, the maximum amount of thiolate-FAD CTC (~2.6 mM⁻¹ cm⁻¹) observed was considerably less than that of wild-type enzyme (~4.1 mM⁻¹ cm⁻¹), again showing the importance of His-464’ for the stabilization of the thiolate-FAD CTC. This titration revealed an interesting difference between H464’Q DmTrxR and the analogous variant in the plasmodium enzyme, H509’Q PfTrxR; no thiolate-FAD CTC was observed in the latter enzyme (31). Overall, these results suggest that in the absence of His-464’, thiolate formation is still possible in DmTrxR, but is not efficient. The effect of pH on the titration of H464’Q DmTrxR with NADPH was greater than the effect of pH on wild-type enzyme; the fraction of the thiolate-FAD CTC in H464’Q DmTrxR increased as the pH increased (Fig. 2.8 cf. Fig. 2.6). This result is consistent with there being less need for stabilization of the CTC by His-464’ at high pH.
Fig. 2.7 Titration of H464’Q DmTrxR with NADPH at pH 8. Spectra are as follows. 1, $E_{\text{ox}}$; 2, after addition of 1 equiv of NADPH; 3, after 6 equiv of NADPH. (Inset) absorbance at 462 nm (●), left y-axis; and 540 nm (□), right y-axis as function of equiv of NADPH added. B: Spectra and Inset as in A.
Fig. 2.8 Titration of H464’Q DmTrxR with NADPH at pH 7, 8, and 9. A: Titration at pH 7. Spectrum 1, $E_{ox}$; Spectrum 2, after addition of 1 equiv of NADPH; Spectrum 3, after 6 equiv of NADPH. B: Titration at pH 8. Spectra as in A. C: Titration at pH 9. Spectra as in A.
3. Effect of pH on the reductive half-reaction of wild-type and variant DmTrxR

Because His-464’ facilitates the formation of the thiolate of Cys-57, the effects of its mutation on the reductive half-reaction should be apparent, and therefore studies of this reaction were compared to those of wild-type DmTrxR. Fig. 2.9 shows spectra recorded during the reductive half reaction of wild-type DmTrxR; spectra 2-4 are of the enzyme approximately at the end of each of the three phases that were identified from the kinetic traces (Fig. 2.9, Inset). The first phase occurred from the dead time (1.5 ms) to ~5 ms, the second phase was from ~5 ms to ~20 ms, and the final phase was from ~20 ms to ~300 ms. In the first phase, which was dependent on the concentration of NADPH, the absorbance at 440 nm decreased while that at 670 nm increased, showing reduction of the flavin and formation of the FADH--NADP+ CTC, respectively. Thus, this step is associated with the reaction from Eox to EH2A (Scheme 2.1). The mechanism proposed in Scheme 2.1 is based on observations made with enzyme family members lacking the C-terminal redox active disulfide and expanded from Bauer et al. (30). Note that even this minimal mechanism for TrxR has at least eight reversible kinetic events associated with the reductive half reaction (Scheme 2.1). The flavin was approximately 60% reduced in the first phase, but almost half of this change occurred in the dead time of the stopped-flow instrument (~1.5 ms). EH2A (Scheme 2.1) was the major enzyme species present at the end of this phase. In the second phase, increased absorbance at 440 and 540 nm indicated that reoxidation of the flavin and formation of the thiolate-FAD CTC occurred in this phase (EH2A to EH2B in Scheme 2.1). The third and slowest phase may not reflect a single step; rather, it may include dithiol-disulfide interchange (EH2B to EH2D), as well
as the reaction of the enzyme with the second equivalent of NADPH (EH$_2^D$ to EH$_4^A$ and EH$_4^B$ in Scheme 2.1). Table 2.1 lists the $K_d$ values for NADPH for wild-type DmTrxR derived from the apparent first-order rate constants at each pH value, and these values are similar at pH 7-9. The rates of the second and third phases were independent of the concentration of NADPH.

**Fig. 2.9** Spectra and kinetics observed in the reductive half-reactions of wild-type DmTrxR. Reduction of DmTrxR (10 μM) with 10 equiv of NADPH at pH 8, 25 °C under anaerobic conditions. Spectrum 1, E$_{ox}$. Spectra 2-4, 4 ms, 20 ms, and 300 ms. The Inset shows kinetic traces: Curve 1, left y-axis, 440 nm; Curve 2, right y-axis, 540 nm and Curve 3; right y-axis, 670 nm.
Table 2.1. The apparent rate constants measured during the reductive half-reactions of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR, at different pH values, at 25 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzymes</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>$K_{d\text{ app}}$ – NADPH (μM)$^b$</th>
<th>$k_{1\text{ app max}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{2\text{ app}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{3\text{ app}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13 ± 4</td>
<td>629 ± 56</td>
<td>237 ± 37</td>
<td>47.4 ± 9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 ± 5</td>
<td>562 ± 83</td>
<td>187 ± 12</td>
<td>38 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9 ± 3</td>
<td>488 ± 36</td>
<td>107 ± 23</td>
<td>16.4 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H464’Q</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12 ± 2</td>
<td>164 ± 8</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H464’Q</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22 ± 4</td>
<td>164 ± 8</td>
<td>1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.032 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H464’Q$^d$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38 ± 6</td>
<td>287 ± 20</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The concentration of enzyme was 10 μM.

$^b$ The $K_{d\text{ app}}$-NADPH values were determined from $k_{1\text{ app}}$ and concentrations of NADPH using an equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The $k_{1\text{ app}}$ reflects the reduction of the flavin.

$^c$ the $k_{3\text{ app}}$ in the reductive half-reaction of H464’Q DmTrxR at pH 7 and pH 8 cannot be identified in the kinetic traces

$^d$ A forth phase was observed: $k_{4\text{ app}} = 0.011±0.001$ s$^{-1}$.

The effect of pH on all the apparent rate constants is shown in Table 1. An ~ 2-fold decrease in the rate of the flavin reoxidation, $k_{2\text{ app}}$, was observed with wild-type enzyme as the pH was increased and the positive charge on His-464’ decreased (Fig. 2.3). It is possible that this charge stabilizes the negative charge on N1 of the flavin indirectly via a solvent molecule, so that loss of the charge would promote dissociation of NADP$^+$ (EH$_2^A$ to EH$_2^B$, $k_5$ in Scheme 2.1). The 3-fold decrease in the rate of the third phase as the pH was increased could have been due to diminished need for stabilization of the charge at N1 in the reaction of the second molecule of NADPH (EH$_4^A$ to EH$_4^B$, $k_{15}$ in Scheme 2.1). Alternatively, in wild-type enzyme, formation of a thiolate on either Cys-57 or Cys-62 is affected by two linked factors, pH, and the formation of an ion pair between the cysteine and histidine residues. As the pH is increased, deprotonation of the thiol group is favored, but formation of the imidazolium group of His-464’, which is able to stabilize thiolate, is less favorable. In the reductive half reaction of wild-type enzyme, it was
observed that the second and third rate constants decreased as the pH increased. This observation suggests that for wild-type enzyme, stabilization by ion-pair formation was more significant than the increase of thiolate concentration at higher pH, substantiating our findings in the experiment of steady-state kinetics.

The spectra recorded during the reductive half reaction of H464’Q DmTrxR (Fig. 2.10) demonstrate that the reaction is very different from that of wild-type enzyme. At the end of the first phase, extending from the dead time (1.5 ms) to ~30 ms (Fig. 2.10, Inset, curve 1 and 2), the absorbance at 450 nm decreased (Spectra 2 and 3), and absorbance appeared at 670 nm, indicating the presence of the FADH–NADP+ CTC species as EH2\(^A\) (Scheme 1). Approximately 81% of the total flavin was reduced, in contrast to wild-type DmTrxR where only ~60% of the flavin was reduced (Figs. 2.9, spectrum 2 and 2.10, spectrum 3); reduction of the flavin beyond the EH4 level was also observed in the static titrations (Fig. 2.7). Because the electron transfer from reduced flavin to the N-terminal redox disulfide is decreased in the H464’Q DmTrxR variant (see above; \(k_{2\text{ app}}\)), increased net flavin reduction would be expected in the reaction of H464’Q DmTrxR with NADPH (\(E_{\text{ox}}\) to EH2\(^A\) in Scheme 2.1). From ~30 ms to ~7 s, only one significant phase was identified at pH 7 or at pH 8 (\(k_{2\text{ app}}\) in Table 2.1), but 2 phases (\(k_{2\text{ app}}\) and \(k_{3\text{ app}}\) in Table 2.1) could be discerned at pH 9. In this period, the absorbance at 450 nm increased while the absorbance at 670 nm decreased, indicating reoxidation of the flavin and reduction of the adjacent disulfide without formation of very much of the thiolate-flavin CTC. The phase seen at both pH 7 and 8 (\(k_{2\text{ app}}\) in Table 2.1) may be associated with the steps from EH2\(^A\) to EH4 (Scheme 2.1). At pH 9, the two phases (\(k_{2\text{ app}}\) and \(k_{3\text{ app}}\) in Table 2.1) were from ~30 ms to ~110 ms, and from ~110 ms to ~7 s. The phase characterized by \(k_{2\text{ app}}\)
may be associated with the transfer of electron pairs from FADH\(^{-}\) to the N-terminal redox-active disulfide (EH\(_2^A\) to EH\(_2^B\) in Scheme 2.1). The phase represented by \(k_{3\text{app}}\) may not reflect a single step; it may be associated with interchange between the nascent N-terminal dithiol and the C-terminal disulfide (EH\(_2^B\) to EH\(_2^D\) in Scheme 2.1), as well as to the reaction of the enzyme with the second equivalent of NADPH (EH\(_2^D\) to EH\(_4^A\) and EH\(_4^B\) in Scheme 2.1). The phase (\(k_{3\text{app}}\) for pH 7 and pH 8 and \(k_{4\text{app}}\) for pH 9), from \(\sim 7\) s to \(\sim 60\) s may not be relevant to catalysis. It is important to note that during this time period, the absorbance at 540 nm continued to slowly decrease, indicating the loss of stabilization of the thiolate-flavin CTC. After that phase, the flavin in H464’Q DmTrxR became fully bleached, as shown in Fig 2.10 spectrum 5. The FAD-bleached spectra can be observed in the reaction of H464’Q DmTrxR with either 5 equiv or 10 equiv of NADPH.

Fig 2.10 Spectra and kinetics observed in the reductive half-reactions of H464’Q DmTrxR. Reduction of H464’Q DmTrxR (10 μM) with 5 equiv of NADPH at pH 9, 25 °C under anaerobic conditions. Spectrum 1, \(E_{\text{ox}}\). Spectra 2-5, 1 ms, 29 ms, 70 s, and 10 min. The Inset shows the kinetic traces: Curve 1, left y-axis, 450 nm and Curve 2, right y-axis, 670 nm.
The rates of all three phases decreased in the variant H464’Q DmTrxR compared to wild-type enzyme. As shown in Table 2.1, the effects on $k_{2 \text{ app}}$ observed at pH 7 and 8, and on $k_{2 \text{ app}}$ and $k_{3 \text{ app}}$ at pH 9 were far greater than on $k_{1 \text{ app}}$. The results imply that His-464’ is important in the step in which reducing equivalents pass from the reduced flavin to the N-terminal disulfide ($k_5$ in Scheme 2.1) and the step in which reducing equivalents pass from the nascent N-terminal dithiol to the C-terminal disulfide ($k_7$ and $k_9$ in Scheme 2.1). The inhibitory effects due to mutation of His-464’ on these two steps were lessened at higher pH values where base catalysis is less important (Table 2.1). The rate of flavin reduction in H464’Q DmTrxR compared to wild-type enzyme is affected, but to a much lesser degree, 3.8-fold at pH 7 and 1.7-fold at pH 9. Most importantly, the rates of the second and third phases increased as the pH was increased, because formation of thiolate is favorable at the higher pH values. These results strongly indicate that His-464’ acts as the acid-base catalyst to facilitate thiolate formation in DmTrxR.

The $K_d$ values for NADPH derived from the first phase are listed in Table 2.1; the dissociation constants of NADPH for H464’Q DmTrxR increased as the pH was raised. It has been shown that several amino acid residues are responsible for binding NADPH in the rat, mouse, and human TrxR. By analogy, Arg-218 and Arg-223 in DmTrxR would form hydrogen bonds with the 2’-phosphate group of NADPH to facilitate NADPH binding to the enzyme, and Tyr-197 would be able to stack against the nicotinamide ring of NADPH, holding it in an optimal conformation to facilitate hydride ion transfer from NADPH to the flavin. It is unlikely that these amino acid residues would be affected directly by the mutation of His-464’, because the structures of rat, mouse, and human TrxRs show that they are far removed from His-464’. However, it is possible that the
mutation of His-464’ does affect the positions of these amino acid residues indirectly to alter the binding of NADPH to the enzyme.

4. Effect of pH on the oxidative half reactions of wild-type and variant TrxR

Previous studies suggested that the histidine residue analogous to His-464’ in DmTrxR is also involved in the oxidative half reaction of PfTrxR (31). Therefore, the oxidative half reactions of wild-type enzyme and H464’Q DmTrxR were studied, and the effects of pH on this half reaction were also explored. The enzymes were pre-reduced to EH$_4$ by addition of two equivalents of NADPH followed by mixing with various concentrations of DmTrx-2. Fig. 2.11 shows spectra recorded during the oxidative half reaction of wild-type enzyme; spectrum 2 shows the pre-reduced enzyme (EH$_4$), and spectra 3 and 4 show the enzyme at the end of the two phases, identified in the kinetic traces. The reaction was finished within 10 s. Two phases were assumed in fitting the kinetic traces; the first phase from the dead time (1.5 ms) to ~ 100 ms and the second phase from ~ 100 ms to ~ 10 s are shown in Fig. 2.11, inset. Increases in absorbance at 450 nm and decreases in absorbance at 540 nm were observed in both phases. The first phase has only a small change in absorbance and is frequently referred to as a ‘lag phase’. This step may be attributed to dissociation of NADP$^+$ from the enzyme. A similar first phase in the oxidative half reaction of PfTrxR was also observed by McMillan et al. (31); the working temperature was 4 °C in their study of PfTrxR, whereas the temperature in this study was 25 °C. The patterns of changes in absorbance at pH 8 and pH 9 were similar to those at pH 7 (data not shown). As pH was increased, the first phase decreased in rate, indicating again that the dissociation of NADP$^+$ from enzyme may be dependent
on pH. In the second phase, most of the loss of the thiolate-FAD CTC and flavin reoxidation were observed. This phase is associated with the conversion of EH$_4$ to EH$_2$, as hypothesized for PfTrxR (31). Further reoxidation of the enzyme was not observed, even with 15 equiv of DmTrx-2, and this is consistent with the enzyme functioning between EH$_2$ and EH$_4$ during catalysis. The second phase showed no pH dependence (Table 2.2).

![Figure 2.11](image.png)

**Fig.2.11** The oxidative half-reaction of wild-type DmTrxR at pH 7 under anaerobic conditions carried out in the double mixing stopped-flow instrument. The reaction of DmTrx-2 with wild-type enzyme (10 μM) 10 s after pre-reducing with 2 equiv of NADPH in the first mix. Spectrum 1, $E_{ox}$ as a reference, Spectrum 2, pre-reduced enzyme (EH$_4$). Spectra were recorded at various times after mixing with 10 equiv DmTrx-2. Spectrum 3, 116 ms and Spectrum 4, 7.1 s. Kinetic traces are shown in the Inset: Curve 1, left y-axis, 450 nm and Curve 2, right y-axis, 540 nm.
Table 2.2. The apparent rate constants of the oxidative half-reactions of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR, at different pH values, at 25 °C

| Enzymes  
| pH |  
|-----|-----|-----|-----|
|     | $k_{1\;app}$ (s$^{-1}$) | $k_{2\;app}$ (s$^{-1}$) | $k_{3\;app}$ (s$^{-1}$) |
| WT  | 7   | 28 ± 11 | 2.7 ± 1.4 | |
| WT  | 8   | 18-20  | 2.8 ± 0.5 | |
| WT  | 9   | 13.4 ± 4.6 | 2.4 ± 0.4 | |
| H464’Q$^b$ | 7   | 29.3 ±6.2 | 0.5-1.5 | 0.17±0.03 |
| H464’Q$^b$ | 8   | 24.2±6.1 | 1.2±0.4 | 0.17±0.02 |
| H464’Q$^b$ | 9   | ND$^c$ | ND$^c$ | 0.1 ± 0.03 |

$^a$ The concentration of enzyme was 10 μM.
$^b$ The change of absorbance in the first and the second phases is small. A major absorbance change is observed in the third phase.
$^c$ ND: not determined; the first and the second phases in the oxidative half-reaction of H464’Q DmTrxR look like a lag phase; therefore, these two phases can not be fit accurately.

The spectra in Fig. 2.12 show that the oxidative half reaction of H464’Q DmTrxR is more complex than that of wild-type enzyme (Fig. 2.11); the reaction in the variant enzyme continued beyond the EH$_2$ stage, in contrast to wild-type enzyme, and the reaction in the variant was much slower, taking ~ 20 s. Three phases were distinguishable in the kinetic traces (Fig. 2.12, inset), unlike the two phases in wild-type enzyme: the first phase from 1.5 ms to ~ 0.1 s, the second phase from ~ 0.1 s to ~ 1 s and the third phase from ~ 1 s to ~ 20 s. In the first and second phases, changes in absorbance at 450 and 670 nm were small. We believe that these two phases reflect dissociation of NADP$^+$ from the enzyme, as well as the continuous reduction of the enzyme by unreacted NADPH. The third phase, involving the largest change in absorbance at both wavelengths, shows the characteristics of enzyme reoxidation to EH$_2$ from EH$_4$, as discussed for the wild-type enzyme, but with extensive further oxidation to E$_{ox}$ (Fig. 2.12). Clearly His-464’ is involved in the oxidative half-reaction.
Based on the structures of rat, mouse, and human TrxRs, the interaction between His-464’ and the C-terminal redox dithiol appears to depend on the mobility of the C-terminal tail in DmTrxR that could allow the C-terminal dithiol to approach His-464’ (26, 28, 29, 38). Thus, it is reasonable that His-464’ be involved in the oxidative half reaction as well as the reductive half reaction. The function of His-464’ in DmTrxR proposed by Eckenroth et al. (29) is based on the mechanism of GR. In the oxidative half reaction of GR, as 1GSSG₂ is reduced by GR, GR-S-S-G₁ and 2GS’ are produced and His-467’ will protonate the thiolate anion, 2GS’ to suppress the back reaction (49). Therefore, it has been proposed that like GR, the function of His-464’ in DmTrxR is to protonate the leaving group Cys-490’. Eckenroth et al. used tetrapeptides that represented the last three residues of DmTrxR to react with enzyme in which the last three residues removed; the leaving group of the peptides presumably will be protonated on dissociation from the...
enzyme. In contrast, in our enzyme system where the enzyme is in the native state, the thiol of Cys-490’ must be a thiolate in order to react with DmTrx-2. Therefore, we propose that the function of His-464’ in the oxidative half reaction is to stabilize the thiolate on Cys-490’ for nucleophilic attack on the redox-active disulfide of Trx ($k_{19}$, Scheme 2.1). This is consistent with our interpretation of the data in Fig. 2.3 showing that Cys-490’ must be deprotonated and His-464’ protonated for maximum activity. In addition, His-464’ may serve as the proton donor to Trx to complete the interchange. As a result, the rate of the oxidative half reaction is less in H464’Q DmTrxR than in wild-type DmTrxR. The reasons for the small effects of pH on the reoxidation rate of H464’Q DmTrxR ($k_{3\ app}$) and wild-type enzyme ($k_{2\ app}$) are not obvious (Table 2.2).
E. Concluding remarks

Malaria is a very serious global public health problem; approximately 500 million cases of malaria are reported annually, and more than 2.5 million people, mostly children, die of this disease (31, 50). The malarial protozoan parasite, *Plasmodium*, requires the mosquito vector, *A. gambiae*, for transmission of malaria to the human. Dipteran insects such as *A. gambiae* and *D. melanogaster* have an unusual need for an alternative antioxidant system because this genus lacks GR (15, 17). The system consisting of Trx and TrxR has been shown to comprise the primary antioxidant system in *Diptera* (15). As mentioned in the Introduction, similarities in sequence and structure make DmTrxR a good model for the enzyme from *A. gambiae*. The long-term objective of this work is to establish differences between human TrxR, DmTrxR, and PfTrxR, victim, host-vector model, and parasite, respectively. It is hoped that these differences will be helpful to medicinal chemists in the development of inhibitors of the host-vector enzyme relative to the enzyme from the parasite.

The formation of thiolate is required for nucleophilic attack in dithiol-disulfide interchanges that are integral parts of catalysis in this family of enzymes (1, 45). Although the pKₐ of the thiol group of free cysteine in aqueous solution is about 8.3, considerably above physiological pH (51), the protein milieu can lower the pKₐ value of sulfhydryl groups in the redox-active dithiol in DmTrxR. A histidine residue is conserved and has been shown to act as the acid-base catalyst in this family (1, 31, 42, 52, 53). Therefore, based on the structures of the rat, mouse, human, and *D. melanogaster* TrxRs (26, 28, 29, 38), His-464’, which is on the subunit adjacent to that containing the FAD and the N-terminal cysteines, is proposed to facilitate the formation of thiolate in
DmTrxR. Indeed, as mentioned above, the histidine variant, H464’Q DmTrxR, showed only 2% of the activity of wild-type enzyme, indicating that this histidine residue is crucial for the enzyme activity of DmTrxR.

How and to what extent acid-base catalysis occurs by His-464’ are questions that led to this study of the effects of pH on various enzyme properties. The effect of pH on the activity of wild-type DmTrxR defined a pKₐ of 6.4, ascribed to Cys-57 and Cys-490’, and a pKₐ of 9.3 in the DmTrxR-DmTrx-2 complex and 8.7 in free DmTrxR ascribed to His-464’. The fact that this pKₐ was missing in H464’Q DmTrxR substantiates the notion that this residue is important for acid-base catalysis. The rescuing effect of imidazole on the activity of H464’Q DmTrxR corroborated the function of His-464’.

In the reductive half reaction of the enzyme, electron-pair transfers from reduced flavin to the N-terminal disulfide, and from the nascent N-terminal dithiol to the C-terminal disulfide (k₂_app and k₃_app), were profoundly affected in the variant, H464’Q DmTrxR. This suggested that the relative redox potentials of the three redox centers are altered by the mutation of His-464’. The rates of these two steps increased at higher pH values, as expected because base catalysis is less important at high pH. His-464’ is also involved in the oxidative half reaction, apparently by stabilizing the charge on Cys-490’ and by protonating Trx.

Therefore, based on our evidence, it is concluded that His-464’ acts as the acid-base catalyst in both half reactions of DmTrxR.

Glu-514’ in PfTrxR, analogous to Glu-469’ in DmTrxR (Scheme 1), has been shown to enhance the acid-base catalysis by histidine (31, 37, 53). In the study by McMillan et al., Glu-514’ was replaced by alanine, resulting in a significant decrease in active site polarity that led to enhanced thiolate-flavin charge-transfer. Future studies will
investigate the effect of pH on the enhancement by Glu-469’ of acid-base catalysis by His-464’ in DmTrxR, utilizing both polar and apolar replacement residues for Glu-469’, in particular glutamine.
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Chapter 3: The function of Glu-469’ as an acid-base catalyst in thioredoxin reductase from *Drosophila melanogaster*

A. Abstract

Thioredoxin reductase (TrxR) catalyses the reduction of thioredoxin (Trx) by NADPH. Like other members of the pyridine nucleotide-disulfide family, TrxR is a homodimer; in the enzyme from *Drosophila melanogaster* (DmTrxR), each catalytically active unit consists of three redox centers: FAD and an N-terminal Cys-57/Cys-62 redox-active disulfide from one monomer, and a Cys-489’/Cys-490’ C-terminal redox-active disulfide from the second monomer. Because dipteran insects such as *D. melanogaster* lack glutathione reductase, DmTrxR is particularly important for antioxidant protection; reduced Trx reacts nonenzymatically with glutathione to maintain a high (glutathione disulfide)/(glutathione) ratio. A dyad of His-464’ and Glu-469’ in TrxR acts as the acid-base catalyst of the dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions required in catalysis [Huang et al., *Biochem.* in press]. In the investigation described in this chapter, the role of Glu-469’ in catalysis by DmTrxR was studied. The E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxRs retain 28% and 35% of the wild-type activity, respectively, showing that this glutamate residue is important but not critical to catalysis. The pH dependence of $V_{\text{max}}$ for both glutamate variants yields $pK_a$ values of 6.0 and 8.7, compared to those in wild-type enzyme of 6.4 and 9.3, indicating that the basicity of His-464’ in TrxR in complex with its substrate, DmTrx-2, is somewhat less in the glutamate variants than in wild type enzyme. The rates of steps in the reductive half reactions in both glutamate variants are less than those of
wild-type enzyme. Based on our observation, it is proposed that the function of Glu-469’ is to facilitate the positioning of His-464’ toward the interchange thiol, Cys-57, as was suggested for the analogous residue in glutathione reductase.
B. Introduction

The physiological importance and the catalytic mechanism of thioredoxin reductase from Drosophila melanogaster (DmTrxR) were described in the second chapter. To summarize, TrxR cycles in catalysis between the EH2 and EH4 states; the catalytic mechanism of DmTrxR as shown in Scheme 3.1 implies that Cys-57 attacks the C-terminal disulfide (Cys-489’ and Cys-490’). Thus, the thiolate on Cys-57 must be formed to initiate nucleophilic attack. A histidine has been shown to be important in the catalysis of TrxR from Plasmodium falciparum and D. melanogaster (1, 2). This histidine residue is able to act as a base catalyst to facilitate the formation of thiolate anion on Cys-57 and to stabilize the thiolate by forming an ion pair between the cysteine and histidine residues. A glutamate residue nearby the histidine residue has been proposed to be involved in the catalysis of TrxRs from both humans and P. falciparum by stabilizing the incipient protonated histidine residue (2-5).
Scheme 3.1 The proposed catalytic mechanism of wild-type DmTrxR. The reductive half-reaction involves the steps denoted by rate constants, $k_1$-$k_{18}$, and the oxidative half-reaction involves the steps $k_{19}$-$k_{24}$. MC, Michaelis complex; MDS, mixed disulfide. Residues numbered without a prime come from one monomer and those with a prime come from the other monomer. Dashed arrows indicate charge transfer.
A similar dyad acting as a general acid-base catalyst has been identified in a variety of enzymes; the dyad, together with the residue that it acts upon, is referred to in this literature as a triad (6). The function of such a triad in the serine proteases has been studied extensively (7-9); Ser-195, His-57, and Asp-102 form a catalytic triad in chymotrypsin, and initially, Asp-102 was thought to be involved in a so-called charge-relay system with His-57 to convert a weakly nucleophilic –CH$_2$OH group on Ser-195 to a more reactive alkoxide ion, –CH$_2$O$.^-$ Recently, the charge-relay formalism has been considered to be an unlikely postulate because the pK$_a$ value of His-57 is greater than that of Asp-102, and the pK$_a$ of the Ser hydroxyl is very high (8). Thus, Asp-102 would not be expected to be able to sequester a proton from His-57. Subsequent NMR studies suggested that a low barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB, or short, very strong hydrogen bond) is involved in catalysis (6, 10). In chymotrypsin, His-57 and Asp-102 form a weak hydrogen bond in the ground state. During catalysis, a LHBH forms when the pK$_a$ values of His-57 and Asp-102 are closely matched, and the distance between the bonding atoms becomes less than the sum of the van der Waals radii (i.e., the distance between oxygen and nitrogen must be less than 2.65 Å) (10). Formation of a LBHB is more favorable in a hydrophobic environment, and its formation is thought to lower the activation barrier of a reaction. However, the existence of the LBHB mechanism for chymotrypsin is contentious; the only support for this mechanism comes from results of an NMR study and a low deuterium fractionation factor of the hydrogen in the putative LBHB (6, 10).

The structure of GR, a member of the same family of enzymes as TrxR, reveals that the distance between the glutamate oxygen and a histidine nitrogen in the dyad is
only slightly longer than that associated with LBHBs (2.8 Å) \(3, 11\). The role of the analogous glutamate-histidine dyad has been studied in another dithiol-disulfide dehydrogenase, lipoamide dehydrogenase, where it has been found that the glutamate residue is able to modify the acid-base properties of the histidine residue. The glutamate residue also facilitates the orientation of the histidine residue toward the redox-active disulfide to make it more effective. Furthermore, the mutations that substitute glutamine and asparate residues for glutamate change the electron distribution between the FAD and the redox-active cysteine pair \(12, 13\). The glutamate-histidine dyad juxtaposed to the N-terminal redox active disulfide is conserved throughout the enzyme family that includes TrxR, and indeed, the glutamate variants of TrxR from \textit{Plasmodium falciparum} and human have been shown to have low activity \(2, 5\) The function of this glutamate residue in the catalytic mechanism of TrxR has not been studied in detail despite the previous data showing its involvement in catalysis. Based on the crystal structure of DmTrxR \(14\), the distance between ND1 of His-464’ and OE2 of Glu-469’ is 2.8Å, as shown in Fig 3.1. In addition, the glutamate and histidine residues are both in a hydrophobic environment. Thus, in analogy to chymotrypsin, it may be possible that a LBHB forms between His-464’ and Glu-469’ during catalysis, enabling this dyad to facilitate formation of thiolate anion of DmTrxR.

To address the function of the glutamate residue in DmTrxR, we have studied the pH dependence of the steady-state kinetics of two glutamate variants, E469’Q and E469’A DmTrxR, and the effect of pH on the properties of the glutamate variants undergoing the reductive half reaction, including the rates of the three phases and the spectra of the intermediates.
Fig. 3.1 Stereo view showing the relative positions of the amino acid residues in the active site of DmTrxR. The active site contains an FAD, an N-terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-57 and Cys-62), and a C-terminal terminal redox-active disulfide (Cys-489’ and Cys-490’); the Ser-Cys-Cys-Ser motif is at the end of a flexible sequence of amino acid residues that could position Cys-489’ or Cys-490’ either near the nascent N-terminal dithiol for the interchange reaction, or alternately, near the Trx binding site, as shown here. His-464’ is adjacent to the N-terminal redox-active disulfide, and the distance between NE2 of His-464’ and the sulfur atom of Cys-57 is 3.69 Å. The distance between ND1 of His-464’ and OE2 of Glu-469’ is 2.8 Å (14). PyMol was applied to generate the image, and the structure used here is based on the structure of rat TrxR (pdb accession code:1H6V) (15).
C. Materials and Methods

1. Chemicals

NADPH, lysozyme, FAD, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, leupeptin, pepstatin, tricine, boric acid, citric acid, and GSSG were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid agarose for purification of His-tagged proteins was from QIAGEN. Isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside was from Invitrogen. SDS-PAGE gels (4-20%) were purchased from NuSep. All other chemicals and reagents were from Fisher Scientific unless stated.

2. Site-directed mutagenesis

The plasmids of wild-type DmTrxR and DmTrx-2 were kindly provided by S. Gromer, Heidelberg. The cDNA fragments encoding the genes of interest were inserted into the pQE-30 plasmid that allows for expression of N-terminal His-tagged proteins. pQE-30 was obtained from QIAGEN. The sequence of each plasmid was verified by the sequencing core facility at the University of Michigan.

The cloning of the glutamate variants was performed using the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit from Stratagene. The procedure in the manual provided by the manufacturer was followed. A plasmid, pQE-30, having the cDNA fragment of wild-type DmTrxR was used as a template. The sequences of oligonucleotides used in this study are shown in Table A.2.1 (Appendix 2). The sequence of each plasmid was verified by the sequencing core facility at the University of Michigan.
3. Preparation of the glutamate variants and DmTrx-2

The preparation methods were similar to those described previously (16, 17). Briefly, the bacterial strain, NovaBlue from Novagene, was used for protein expression that was induced by isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside. The harvested cells were suspended in buffer containing 50 mM potassium phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole. In the preparation of enzymes, 100 μM of FAD was added to the lysate solution to stabilize the enzyme, and the bacteria were treated with lysozyme. The protease inhibitors, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, leupeptin and pepstatin, were added to cell lysates, and the lysates were sonicated. The 6xHis-tagged proteins were isolated from a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid column by a step-gradient of imidazole. All elution buffers for the preparation of enzymes contained 100 μM FAD. The procedures for isolation of enzymes and substrate were performed in the cold room (4 °C). The purity of each fraction of the glutamate variants and of DmTrx-2 was determined by analysis on 4-20% SDS-PAGE. The imidazole in each fraction was removed by a 10-DG desalting column from Bio-Rad. This procedure, which was quicker than dialysis, avoided the known instability of these proteins during dialysis. The concentrations of the glutamate variants and DmTrx-2 were determined spectrally using values of \( \varepsilon_{462\text{nm}} = 11,900 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1} \) and \( \varepsilon_{277\text{nm}} = 7,320 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1} \), respectively (18, 19).

4. The determination of activities of the glutamate variant

The activities of the glutamate variants were measured by rates of consumption of NADPH, monitored at 340 nm in the presence of 100 μM NADPH, 50 μM DmTrx-2, and 0.3 mM GSSG in a universal buffer, pH 7.6 (20), containing 25 mM borate, 25 mM
monobasic potassium phosphate, 25 mM tricine, and 25 mM citrate (universal buffer). This buffer mixture does not maintain constant ionic strength. Results were corrected for acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of NADPH.

5. Steady-state kinetics of the glutamine variants over a range of pH

The reaction rates of E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxR were determined at various pH values in the universal buffer from the rate of consumption of NADPH using various concentrations of DmTrx-2 and a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 μM) in the presence of GSSG (0.3 mM). Results were corrected for the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of NADPH. K_m and V_max values were derived from a Michaelis-Menten graph of turnover numbers versus concentration of DmTrx-2 fit by the equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The profiles of activity vs. pH were fit to equation 3.1 to obtain the two pK_a values.

\[ v = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{\frac{10^{-pH}}{10^{-pK_a,1}} + \frac{10^{-pK_a,2}}{10^{-pK_a,2} + 1}} \]  

(3.1)

6. The kinetics of the reductive half-reactions of the glutamine variants using stopped-flow spectrophotometry

The reductive half-reactions of the glutamate variants were studied by placing NADPH in anaerobic buffer in one syringe, and oxidized enzyme in anaerobic buffer in the other syringe of the Hi-Tech SF-61 DX2 stopped-flow spectrophotometer at 25 °C. Changes in the spectra during the reaction with NADPH were observed using the photodiode array detector, and absorbance changes at single wavelengths were monitored
using the monochromator coupled to a photomultiplier detector. The dead-time of the stopped-flow instrument is 1.5 ms, and the first spectrum was recorded starting 1.5 ms after the stop of flow. The apparent rate constants were derived from single-wavelength data with the KinetAsyst (version 3.16) software from Hi-Tech.
D. Results and discussion

1. The activity of the glutamate variants

The alignment of the protein sequences of TrxRs from different species shows that two adjacent glutamate residues (Glu-469’ and Glu-470’) are potentially involved in the catalysis of DmTrxR (Fig. A.2.1). Therefore, E469’A and E470’A DmTrxR were cloned and expressed. The activity of E469’A DmTrxR retained 28% of wild-type activity, whereas E470’A DmTrxR retained 70% of wild-type activity (data not shown), indicating that Glu-469’ is slightly more important to the catalysis than is Glu-470’. The X-ray structure of DmTrxR, showed that Glu-469’ is closer to His-464’ in the triad with Cys-57, supporting this conclusion (14). Because the proposed role of Glu-469’ is to make His-464’ a better catalyst, it was of interest to study the effect of pH on the enhancement of His-464’ by Glu-469’ in DmTrxR, utilizing both polar and apolar replacement residues for Glu-469’. Thus, the effect of pH on the biochemical properties of E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxRs, including steady-state kinetics and the characteristics of the reductive half-reaction, were studied.

In the study of Benen et al., the activities of E455’D and E455’Q lipoamide dehydrogenase from Azotobacter vinelandii retained only 1.6% and 1.2% of wild-type activity, respectively, when the NAD⁺ analog, 3-acetylpyridine-adenine-dinculedtide, was used as an electron acceptor (lipoamide to NAD⁺ direction) (12). However, the His variants had even less than one percent of wild-type activity, indicating that Glu was less important than His in the overall catalysis. McMillan et al. showed that E514’A TrxR from P. falciparum (PfTrxR) had 7.5 % of the wild-type activity (2), again indicating that
Glu was less important than His. E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxR have 28% and 35% of wild-type enzyme activity, respectively, indicating that like other members of the family, this glutamate residue participates, but not critical for the activity of DmTrxR. It is possible that in glutamate variants, the neighboring Glu-470’ may provide the function that Glu-469’ fulfills in wild type, with only modest alteration of the protein structure. Differences such as that between PfTrxR and DmTrxR might be exploited by medicinal chemists in the design of differential inhibitors that would affect the parasite enzyme to a greater extent than the vector or host enzymes. Thus, similar studies should be extended to the human enzyme.

2. Effect of pH on the steady-state kinetics of the glutamate variants

Because the $K_m$ of NADPH for the wild-type enzyme is less than 2 μM, it is not possible to determine the $K_m$ value of NADPH accurately without resorting to fluorescence techniques. Therefore, in this study, the $V_{max}$ and $K_m$ values for the DmTrx-2 substrate, for E469’A and E469’Q variants at different pH values were determined using a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 μM). As shown in Fig. 3.2, the pH profiles of $V_{max}$ of these two glutamate variants were shifted to more acidic pH values compared to that of the wild-type enzyme. The two $pK_a$ values derived from the pH profiles of $V_{max}$ for E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxRs are identical, $pK_a = 6.0$ and 8.7. For comparison, the two $pK_a$ values determined for the wild-type enzyme are 6.4 and 9.3. In our previous study, the $pK_a$ of 6.4 in wild-type enzyme in complex with DmTrx-2 was attributed to both Cys-57 and Cys-490’ (1). This $pK_a$ did not change in H464’Q DmTrxR although the
activity of H464’Q DmTrxR was much less than that of wild-type enzyme, suggesting that the formation of thiolate anion in the variant is feasible but not efficient. In the study presented here, the pK\(_a\) of 6.0, contributed by Cys-57 and Cys-490’, is quite similar to that of wild-type enzyme, and is consistent with our previous assignment of this macroscopic pK\(_a\) value to Cys-57 and Cys490’. The pK\(_a\) of 9.3 assigned to His-464’ in our previous work, changed to 8.7 in the glutamate variants. This indicates that the basicity of His-464’ decreases slightly in the absence of the negatively charged Glu-469’.

![Figure 3.2](image_url)  
**Fig 3.2** The pH profiles of \(V_{\text{max}}\) for wild-type (□), E469’Q (▼) and E469’A (●) DmTrxR. The turnover numbers were determined from the rate of NADPH consumption with various concentrations of DmTrx2 and a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 \(\mu\)M), in the presence of GSSG (0.3 mM), at different pH values. The \(K_m\) and \(V_{\text{max}}\) values were derived from a graph of turnover number versus concentration of DmTrx-2 fit to an equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The data were fit to Equation 1 to calculate the pK\(_a\) values. Note that the y-scales for wild-type and for the E469’A/Q variants are not the same.

The two apparent pK\(_a\) values derived from the pH profiles of \(V_{\text{max}}/K_m\) of the two glutamate variants are 6.8 and 8.9. Both variants have the same apparent pK\(_a\) values. The comparison of the values in Fig. 3.3 with those of wild-type enzyme show that they are almost identical (I). The pK\(_a\) values derived from the pH profile of \(V_{\text{max}}/K_m\) are the macroscopic pK\(_a\) values of free enzyme and substrate. We propose that the pK\(_a\) of 6.8 is
contributed by the nascent thiols on Cys-57 and Cys-490’. The pKₐ of 8.9 was initially assigned to His-464’. The present work indicates that the assignment should be to the His464’-Glu469’ dyad.

![Fig. 3.3 The pH profiles of $V_{max}/K_m$ for wild-type DmTrxR (○) and E469’Q DmTrxR (●). The pH profile of $V_{max}/K_m$ of E469’A DmTrxR is similar to that of E469’Q DmTrxR, but is not shown. The turnover numbers were determined from the rate of NADPH consumption with various concentrations of DmTrx2 and a fixed concentration of NADPH (100 μM) in the presence of GSSG (0.3 mM) at different pH values. The $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ values were derived from a graph of turnover number versus concentration of DmTrx-2 fit to an equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The data in this figure were fit to Equation 1 to calculate the pKₐ values.]

3. Effect of pH on the reductive half-reaction of E469’Q and E469’A DmTrxR

Our previous results indicated that the rates of flavin reduction and disulfide reduction in the reductive half-reaction of DmTrxR were inhibited profoundly by the mutation of His-464’ (reduction and reoxidation of EH₂A in Scheme 3.1). The reductive half-reactions of E469’Q and E469Q’A DmTrxR were studied here because the proposed function of Glu-469’ is to make His-464’ a stronger base for its interaction with Cys-57. Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show spectra observed during the reductive half-reactions of E469’A
and E469’Q DmTrxRs, respectively. Three apparent phases were identified from the kinetic traces shown in the insets. The first phase occurred from the dead time (1.5 ms) to ~10 ms, the second phase from ~10 ms to ~100 ms and the third phase from ~100 ms to ~600 ms. In the first phase, the absorbance at 450 nm decreased and that at 670 nm increased, representing reduction of flavin and the formation of the FADH^-NADP^+ CTC, respectively. These steps are associated with reduction of E_{ox} to EH_{2A} (Scheme 3.1). In the second phase, the absorbance at 450 nm and 540 nm increased showing partial reoxidation of the flavin and formation of the thiolate-FAD CTC, respectively. Thus, this phase represents the reaction from EH_{2A} to EH_{2B} (Scheme 3.1). In the third phase (the slowest one), the absorbance at 450 and 540 nm continued to increase. This phase may not due to a single step, but could reflect the dithiol-disulfide interchange reaction between the N-terminal dithiol and the C-terminal disulfide (EH_{2B} to EH_{2D}), and the further reduction of EH_{2} with the second molecule of NADPH to EH_{4}. The data in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 should be compared with those of the wild-type enzyme in Fig. 2.9.
Fig. 3.4 Spectra and kinetics observed in the reductive half-reaction of E469’A DmTrxR. Reduction was carried out at pH 7, 25 °C under anaerobic conditions. Reduction of DmTrxR (10 μM) with 10 equiv of NADPH. Spectrum 1, oxidized enzyme. Spectra 2-5, 3 ms, 10 ms, 100 ms, and 0.6 s after mixing with NADPH. The Inset shows kinetic traces: Curve 1, left y-axis, 450 nm; Curve 2, right y-axis, 540 nm and Curve 3; right y-axis, 670 nm.

Fig. 3.5 Spectra and kinetics observed in the reductive half-reaction of E469’Q DmTrxR. Reduction was carried out at pH 7, 25 °C under anaerobic conditions. Reduction of DmTrxR (10 μM) with 10 equiv of NADPH. Spectrum 1, oxidized enzyme. Spectra 2-4, 1 ms, 10 ms, and 0.6 s after mixing with NADPH. The Inset shows kinetic traces: Curve 1, left y-axis, 450 nm; Curve 2, right y-axis, 540 nm and Curve 3; right y-axis, 670 nm.
Table 3.1 The apparent rate constants measured during the reductive half reactions of wild-type, E469’Q and E469’A DmTrxR, at different pH values, at 25 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzymea</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Kd - NADPH (μM)b</th>
<th>k1 app max (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>k2 app (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>k3 app (s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WTc</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13±4</td>
<td>629±56</td>
<td>237±37</td>
<td>47.4±9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTc</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8±5</td>
<td>562±83</td>
<td>187±12</td>
<td>38±16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTc</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9±2.8</td>
<td>488±36</td>
<td>170±23</td>
<td>16.4±3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21.5±4.2</td>
<td>432±30</td>
<td>14.2±2.2</td>
<td>8±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25±3.6</td>
<td>465±25</td>
<td>29±2.0</td>
<td>9.4±3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17±5.5</td>
<td>363±38</td>
<td>69±2.7</td>
<td>26.2±8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’Q</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15±2.4</td>
<td>352±17</td>
<td>13.4±1.8</td>
<td>8±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’Q</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.2±3</td>
<td>370±19</td>
<td>36.6±5.4</td>
<td>10.4±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’Q</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15±6.8</td>
<td>258±7</td>
<td>78.2±6.7</td>
<td>7.1±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The concentration of enzyme was 10 μM.
b The Kd app-NADPH values were determined from k1 app and concentrations of NADPH using an equation for a rectangular hyperbola. The k1 app reflects the reduction of the flavin.
c the data have been shown in Table 2.1.

Compared to those of the wild-type enzyme, the rates of the first phase in the glutamate variants were somewhat smaller (1.2-1.9 fold) (Table 3.1), suggesting that the transfer of hydride ion from NADPH to FAD was only slightly impaired in the glutamate variants. The second phase was much slower than that of the wild-type enzyme at pH 7 (17-18 fold) (Table 3.1), showing that electron transfer from FADH⁻ to the N-terminal redox-active disulfide was significantly affected by the replacement of Glu-469’. The rate of the second phase of both glutamate variants increased at higher pH values. Because the formation of thiolate anion is favored at higher pH values, the rate of this phase is expected to increase as the pH is increased. As indicated in Table 3.1, the pH effects on the third rate constants for these two glutamate variants are different. The rates observed in the third phase with E469A’ DmTrxR were pH dependent (Fig. 3.6), with the rate increasing at higher pH values. As discussed previously, this step is ascribed in part to the dithiol-disulfide interchange reaction between the N-terminal nascent dithiol pair and
the C-terminal redox-active disulfide. Deprotonation of Cys-57, essential for the interchange reaction, will be enhanced at higher pH values.
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**Fig. 3.6** The kinetics at 450 nm in the reductive half-reaction of E469’A DmTrxR at pH 7 (trace 1) and pH 9 (trace 2) cf. wild-type in Fig. 2.9.

In contrast, the rate of the third phase of the reductive half-reaction in E469Q’ DmTrxR was independent of pH (Fig. 3.7). It is possible that His-464’ may still influence the formation of thiolate anion in E469’Q DmTrxR because the active site is more polar (“wild-type”-like) than in E469’A DmTrxR. Our previous study showed that the rate in the third phase with the wild-type enzyme decreased as the pH was increased, as shown in Table 3.1. Although the formation of thiolate anion is favored at high pH, the formation of imidazolium on His-464’ is less favorable at higher pH. This suggested that the primary function of His-464’ is to stabilize the thiolate anion on Cys-57 via ion-pair formation. In E469’Q DmTrxR, a hydrogen bond might form between ND1 of histidine residue and OE1 of glutamine residue. This interaction could facilitate a productive orientation of His-464’ toward Cys-57, even if it were not ideal. Thus, the thiolate anion
on Cys-57 would be less stabilized by the imidazolium of His-464’. In addition, deprotonation of Cys-57 in E469’Q DmTrxR is still affected by pH. The interaction of these two linked factors may result in this phase being independent of pH.
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**Fig. 3.7** The kinetics at 450 nm in the reductive half-reaction of E469’Q DmTrxR at pH 7 (trace 1) and pH 9 (trace 2) cf. wild-type in Fig. 2.9.

The kinetics of the reductive half reaction of E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxRs at pH 7 are compared with those at pH 9 in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. The biphasic nature of the reduction of the N-terminal disulfide by FADH\(^+\) was more apparent at pH 9 than at pH 7 with E469’Q DmTrxR. This may reflect two enzyme populations depending on the charge state of His-464’.

Benen et al. showed that the spectra of the reduced glutamate variants of lipoamide dehydrogenase have a high absorbance at 530 nm, contributed by the thiolate-FAD CTC (13). In addition, McMillan et al. showed that in E514’A PfTrxR, the thiolate-FAD CTC is enhanced; they proposed that this enhancement might be caused by the hydrophobic side chain of alanine (2). Our data shows that the absorbance at 670 nm
contributed by the $\text{FADH}^\cdot\text{-NADP}^+$ CTC was higher in E469’Q and E469’A DmTrxRs than in wild-type enzyme, indicating that the binding of $\text{NADP}^+$ to both glutamate variants is tighter (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, spectrum 3). The thiolate-FAD CTC contributing to absorbance at 540 nm was also enhanced in the glutamate variants (Fig. 3.4, spectra 5 and Fig. 3.5, spectra 4).

The $K_d$ values of NADPH were calculated using plots of the apparent first-order rate constants vs NADPH concentration. As shown in Table 1, the binding of NADPH to the E469’A DmTrxR was slightly less tight than to the wild-type enzyme. Like the wild-type enzyme, the effect of pH on the dissociation constant of NADPH for both glutamate variants was not significant. The second and third rate constants were nearly independent of the concentration of NADPH.
E. Concluding remarks

Malaria is the cause of a serious public health issue globally; 500 million cases are reported and 2.5 million people die of this disease annually (21). The malarial parasites of the genus *Plasmodium*, and its vector, *A. gambiae* have extremely high demands for the Trx system because of high rates of production of reactive oxygen species. Structural and mechanistic differences among TrxRs from humans and from *A. gambiae* and *P. falciparum* have been observed. Specifically, in this study, we have discovered that Glu-469’ in DmTrxR may be less sensitive to the effects of mutation than is the analogous Glu-514’ from the *P. falciparum*. It is hoped that the recognition of these differences may aid in the development of differential inhibitors more specific for TrxR from the parasites.

The thiolate-imidazolium-carboxlate catalytic triad is conserved in the enzymes of the family of pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductases, and the glutamate-histidine dyad has been shown to act as an acid-base catalyst (2-5, 12, 13). Indeed, the function of the histidine residue in TrxRs has been studied, and this amino acid residue is crucial to catalysis (1, 2). However, the role of the glutamate residue in the thioredoxin reductase family had not been fully addressed (2, 4, 5). This led us to explore the role of the glutamate residue in the catalysis of DmTrxR.

The examination of sequence alignments shows that TrxRs from dipteran insects have two adjacent glutamate residues (Glu-469’ and Glu-470’ in DmTrxR), both of which could potentially be involved in the catalysis. Our data showed that Glu-469’ is more important than Glu-470’ in the catalysis of DmTrxR. It was of interest to study the
biochemical properties of the glutamate variants utilizing both polar and apolar replacement residues for Glu-469’.

The two glutamate variants of Glu-469’ lost only ~70 % of their activity, suggesting that this glutamate residue is important but not critical to the catalysis of DmTrxR. The short distance between His-464’ and Glu-469’ shows that a hydrogen bond exists between these two amino acid residues; formation of a LBHB is possible during the catalysis of DmTrxR if the two residues moved together, as has been observed with the serine proteases. The $V_{\text{max}}$ vs pH profile shows that the mutation of Glu-469’ causes a slight decrease in the basicity of His-464’ in complex of the enzyme with DmTrx-2.

The rates of the three phases of the reductive half-reaction were inhibited in both glutamate variants. The second phase, associated with reduction of the N-terminal disulfide by $\text{FADH}^-$, and the third phases, associated in part with dithiol-disulfide interchange, were significantly slower in both glutamate variants. The inhibitory effects due to the mutation of Glu-469’ on the second and third phases were less at higher pH values in E469’A DmTrxR, as would be expected because the formation of thiolate anion is favored at higher pH values.

The data from this study, strongly indicate that the function of Glu-469’ is to enhance the basicity of His-464’, perhaps by facilitating its orientation toward Cys-57.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Potential Future Work

Malaria is a serious public health issue in the world; 500 million cases are reported and 2.5 million people, mostly children, die of this disease annually (1, 2). Malarial parasites have developed resistance to anti-malarial drugs, which have therefore become less effective for prevention of malaria. Thus, new prophylactics need to be developed to treat this disease. Malarial parasites and their vectors, dipteran insects, require the thioredoxin (Trx) system to provide reducing equivalents for antioxidant activities (3, 4). Differences among thioredoxin reductases (TrxRs) from human, Plasmodium falciparum, and Diptera (e.g., Drosophila melanogaster and Anopheles gambiae, a vector of malarial parasites) have been identified (1, 5-10). Thus, it is hoped that these differences will be useful to medicinal chemists in the development of inhibitors of the host-vector enzyme relative to the enzyme from the parasite. TrxRs from D. melanogaster (DmTrxR) and A. gambiae are nearly identical, structurally. Therefore, DmTrxR offers a good model to study TrxRs from Diptera, as explained earlier in this dissertation.

The catalytic mechanism of DmTrxR has been established, showing that two dithiol-disulfide interchange reactions are essential for catalysis. A dyad of His-464’ and Glu-469’ has been shown to act as the acid-base catalyst to facilitate the formation of thiolate anion to initiate the interchange reaction. The functions of His-464’ and Glu-469’ in DmTrxR were investigated in this study. To understand the function of His-464’, wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR were cloned and expressed. The kinetic, spectroscopic, and
catalytic properties of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR as function of pH were compared to test how His-464’ might function as an acid-base catalyst. The results of steady-state kinetic analysis indicated that two cysteine residues need to be deprotonated, and His-464’ must be protonated for maximal activity. Spectroscopic studies showed that H464’Q DmTrxR can be fully reduced to EH₆ in the present of excess NADPH, while wild-type enzyme is only reduced to EH₄, suggesting that the relative redox potentials of the three redox centers are altered in H464’Q DmTrxR. Analysis of rapid kinetic experiments showed that His-464’ is involved in both the reductive and oxidative half reactions, which is consistent with His-464’ acting as an acid-base catalyst in dithiol-disulfide exchange reactions and stabilizing the thiolate anion on Cys-57 and Cys490’ via ion-pair formation.

To address the function of Glu-469’, the variants, E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxR, were cloned and expressed. The activity of these two glutamate variants indicated that this glutamate residue is important but not crucial. The rates of the reductive half reactions of the two glutamate variants were slower than those of wild-type enzyme. Based on our observations, Glu-469’ facilitates the positioning of His-464’ toward the interchange thiol, Cys-57 and also makes His-464’ a better base.

When the His-464’-Glu-469’ dyad is modified so that it cannot function as an acid-base catalyst, the activity of DmTrxR is observed to decrease, suggesting that the dyad may be a good target for inhibitors of DmTrxR. Certain gold compounds are generally thought to attack thiol groups of cysteine residues of certain enzymes to inhibit their activity. However, it has been shown that a gold compound, Au(PEt)₃Cl, is able to interact with a His-133 in the active site of cyclophilins-3 in spite of the presence of 4...
solvent-accessible cysteine residues (11, 12). Therefore, His-464’ could be a target for certain inhibitors of DmTrxR. In addition, in DmTrxR, two glutamate residues (Glu-469’ and Glu-470’) are potentially able to make His-464’ a better catalyst, whereas only one glutamate residue is found in thioredoxin reductase from *P. falciparum* (PfTrxR) (1). This difference may help medicinal chemists develop inhibitors affecting PfTrxR to a greater extent than the vector enzyme. Overall, in these studies, the His-464’-Glu-469’ dyad has been shown to be very important to the catalysis of DmTrxR and these results may be helpful in the development of inhibitors of host-vector enzyme relative to the enzyme from the parasite.

The results from this study suggest that several further experiments could be done to address the roles of His-464’ and Glu-469’ in the catalysis of DmTrxR.

**Goal 1: Determination of redox potentials of E$_{ox}$/E$_{H2}$ and E$_{H2}$/E$_{H4}$ of H464’Q DmTrxR**

In our study, the redox potentials of three redox centers appeared to be different in H464’Q DmTrxR than in wild-type enzyme. Determination of macroscopic redox potentials of E$_{ox}$/E$_{H2}$ and E$_{H2}$/E$_{H4}$ of H464’Q DmTrxR would be useful for understanding how DmTrxR functions in cells that do not have His-464’ to function as an acid-base catalyst.

**Experiment:**

Cheng et al. have determined the macroscopic redox potentials of E$_{ox}$/E$_{H2}$ and E$_{H2}$/E$_{H4}$ of wild-type DmTrxR (13). Their methods can be applied to determine the redox potentials of E$_{ox}$/E$_{H2}$ and E$_{H2}$/E$_{H4}$ of H464’Q DmTrxR. The redox potential of
E_{ox}/EH_{2} of H464’Q DmTrxR can be determined by a spectroscopic method. The redox potentials of EH_{2}/EH_{4} can be determined by steady-state kinetics experiments using the Haldane relationship, as was done by Cheng et al.

Anticipated results:

Because H464’Q DmTrxR can be completely reduced by NADPH, the redox potential of and EH_{2}/EH_{4} of H464’Q DmTrxR should be considerably higher than that of wild-type DmTrxR. It has been shown that the macroscopic redox potentials of EH_{2}/EH_{4} of wild-type DmTrxR is more negative than that of DmTrx-2, thereby allowing electron transfer from wild-type DmTrxR to oxidized DmTrx-2 (13). In contrast, the redox potential of EH_{2}/EH_{4} of H464’Q DmTrxR should be higher than that of wild-type DmTrxR; therefore, in H464’Q DmTrxR, electron transfer from the histidine variant to oxidized DmTrx-2 should be less favorable.

Goal 2. To determine how electron transfer from the N-terminal redox-active dithiol to the C-terminal redox-active disulfide is affected in H464’Q DmTrxR

The function of His-464’ is to facilitate the formation of the thiolate anion on Cys-57; therefore, the rate of transfer of reducing equivalents from the nascent N-terminal dithiol to the C-terminal disulfide should be affected by the mutation of His-464’ (k_{7} in Scheme 2.1). In our study, the effect of His-464’ on this rate was not specifically determined.

Experiment:

The C-terminal dithiol has been shown to be modified by 5,5’-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) when PfTrxR is reduced (14). When wild-type and H464’Q
DmTrxR are reduced by dithiothreitol, the C-terminal dithiol of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR could be modified by DTNB to form mixed disulfides containing the enzyme thiol and thionitrobenzoate (TNB). As these mixed disulfides are reduced, the release of TNB anion could be detected by an increase in absorbance at 412 nm. Therefore, the rate of release of TNB anion, which can be measured when these enzymes are reduced (e.g., by NADPH), would serve as a monitor of the interchange reaction. The effect of His-464’ on this specific step could be determined by this method.

Anticipated results:

The effect of His-464’ on the electron transfer from the N-terminal dithiol to the C-terminal disulfide could be determined using this method. Because the function of His-464’ is to facilitate the formation of thiolate anion on Cys-57, the rate should decrease in H464’Q DmTrxR compared to that of wild-type enzyme.

Goal 3. To investigate whether a lag phase in the oxidative half reactions of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR is due to NADP⁺ dissociation

A lag phase was observed in the oxidative half reaction of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR. This phase was also observed in the oxidative half reaction of PfTrxR, and it was postulated that dissociation of NADP⁺ from the enzyme is the likely cause (1).

Experiment:

In order to test this suggestion, alternative reducing agents (e.g., dithionite and NADH) can be applied. Because these reducing agents are not physiological substrates, presumably, their products would not bind tightly and the lag phase would disappear.

Anticipated results:
Because dissociation of NADP$^+$ from enzyme is the likely cause, it is expected that the lag phase in the oxidative half reaction of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR would disappear when other non-physiological reducing agents are used.

Goal 4: To investigate whether Glu-470’ is an alternate for Glu-469’

DmTrxR has two adjacent glutamate residues (Glu-469’ and Glu-470’) in the active site. As discussed in Chapter 3, the glutamate variants had ~ 30% of the wild-type activity. We cannot exclude that Glu-470’ might fulfill the role of Glu-469’. Therefore, double mutants might help to resolve this speculation.

Experiment:

Site-directed mutagenesis can be applied to create double mutants to test our hypothesis. The activity of the double mutants can be measured to determine whether Glu-470’ is an alternate for Glu-469’. In addition, the reductive and oxidative half reactions of the double mutants also can be studied.

Anticipated results:

Assuming Glu-470’ is an alternate for Glu-469’, the activity of the double mutants should decrease compared to that of the Glu-469’ variants. In addition, the apparent rates of the reductive and oxidative half reactions of the double mutants should be much slower than those of the Glu-469’ variants.

Goal 5: To determine the effect of Glu-469’ on the oxidative half reaction of two glutamate variants

Because the pH effects on the oxidative half reactions of wild-type and H446’Q DmTrxR were not significant, the pH effects on the oxidative half reactions of the
Glutamate variants presumably may not be obvious either. However, it will be of interest to study the oxidative half reaction of the glutamate variants to investigate how this glutamate residue affects this half reaction.

**Experiment:**

The oxidative half reactions of the Glu-469’ variants can be studied using double-mixing stopped-flow technique. The Glu-469’ variants will be pre-reduced by reducing agents (e.g., NADPH and dithionite) followed by mixing with Trx. The evolving changes in the spectra during the reaction with reducing agents will be observed using the photodiode array detector, and absorbance changes at single wavelengths will be collected using the monochromator and a photomultiplier detector.

**Anticipated results:**

The oxidative half reactions of E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxR should be slower compared to that of wild-type enzyme because His-464’ has been shown to be involved in oxidative half reaction and His-464’ does not function well in the Glu-469’ variants.

**Goal 5:** To determine the effect of Glu-469’ on the oxidative half reaction of two glutamate variants

Because the pH effects on the oxidative half reactions of wild-type and H464’Q DmTrxR were not significant, the pH effects on the oxidative half reactions of the glutamate variants presumably may not be obvious either. However, it will be of interest to study the oxidative half reaction of the glutamate variants to investigate how this glutamate residue affects this half reaction.
Experiment:

The oxidative half reactions of the Glu-469’ variants can be studied using double-mixing stopped-flow technique. The Glu-469’ variants will be pre-reduced by reducing agents (e.g., NADPH and dithionite) followed by mixing with Trx. The evolving changes in the spectra during the reaction with reducing agents will be observed using the photodiode array detector, and absorbance changes at single wavelengths will be collected using the monochromator and a photomultiplier detector.

Anticipated results:

The oxidative half reactions of E469’A and E469’Q DmTrxR should be slower compared to that of wild-type enzyme because His-464’ has been shown to be involved in oxidative half reaction and His-464’ does not function well in the Glu-469’ variants.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

A. Cellular targets of reactive oxygen species

It is estimated that $1.5 \times 10^5$ oxidative events occur in each cell each day and that 1-3% of the reactions in respiration can result in formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) \(^{(1)}\). ROS are able to react with macromolecules such as lipids, proteins, and nucleotides, resulting in development of various diseases. Several examples are given in the following sections.

1. Lipid peroxidation

The polyunsaturated fatty acids of phospholipids are vulnerable to ROS. Lipid peroxides are produced from the oxidation of lipids even though there are numerous ROS detoxification systems in cells. The formation of lipid peroxides results in changes in membrane fluidity, dysfunction of the proteins in membranes, and cell death \(^{(2)}\). Lipid peroxides can undergo lipid peroxidation that is mediated by iron and oxygen to produce reactive aldehydes \textit{in vitro}. Two major products are malondialdehyde (MDA) and 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE) \(^{(2)}\). MDA is mutagenic in both bacterial and mammalian cells, and exhibits a carcinogenic effect in rats; HNE is a weak mutagen but appears to be a major toxic product of lipid peroxidation \(^{(3, 4)}\). These two compounds are able to attack DNA and proteins (discussed below). It has been found that oxidation of low density lipoprotein is a cause of atherosclerosis \(^{(5)}\).
2. DNA adducts

Among ROS, hydroxyl radical and peroxynitrite have redox potentials low enough to form covalent adducts that possibly cause mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, or even cell death (3). ROS can attack DNA bases as well as the deoxyribose residue. In addition, the reactive products from lipid peroxidation (e.g., MDA and HNE) are also able to damage DNA (3). Due to the limits of detection, certain DNA lesions are not easily detected. A myriad of DNA adducts have been identified, such as 8-oxo-deoxyguanosine (8-oxo-dG), thymine glycol, and 5-hydroxymethyluracil. 8-Oxo-dG may not be the most common form of damaged DNA; however, it has been extensively studied because it is readily detected (3). The formation of 8-oxo-dG results in transversion (e.g., G:C to T:A) and this type of change is commonly observed in both oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (6).

3. Protein oxidation

The side chains of amino acid residues, especially cysteine and methionine, can be oxidized by ROS (4). Methionine sulfoxide is formed from the oxidation of methionine. The oxidation of cysteine produces sulfenic (–SOH), sulfinic (–SO₂H) and sulfonic (–SO₃H) acids (7). Oxidation of some amino acid residues (e.g. lysine, arginine and proline) will form carbonyl derivatives (8) that can also be produced from the oxidation of amino acid residues by the products of lipid peroxidation (8). Because carbonyl derivatives are major products in ROS-damaged proteins, they act as the biomarkers of oxidative damage (1, 8).
B. Cellular antioxidant systems

To neutralize ROS, several antioxidants constitute an intracellular antioxidant network made up of enzymatic and non-enzymatic components. Superoxide dismutase, catalase, the glutathione (GSH)-glutathione reductase system, and the Trx-TrxR system are examples of enzymatic components and nonenzymatic antioxidants include ascorbate (vitamin C) and vitamin E. The following is a brief review of these components.

1. Superoxide dismutase

Superoxide dismutase (SOD; E.C.1.15.1.1) efficiently catalyzes the dismutation of superoxide anion to form hydrogen peroxide and oxygen (rate constant is equal to $1.6 \times 10^9$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$; Reaction A.1). If superoxide anions are not scavenged by SOD, superoxide anions will have a chance to interact with hydrogen peroxide to form hydroxyl radicals (Reaction 1.5 in Chapter 1).

Three types of SODs have been identified in eukaryotic cells: cytosolic Cu/Zn SOD (SOD-1), mitochondrial Mn-SOD (SOD-2), and extracellular SOD (SOD-3). Prokaryotic and plant cells possess Fe-SOD (9). Cu/Zn SOD is a cytosolic dimeric protein with a Mr of 32,000. Mn-SOD is an 80-kDa tetrameric protein. Extracellular SOD contains Cu and Zn as cofactors and it is tetrameric and glycosylated. Unlike SOD-1, SOD-3 has an affinity to heparin, thereby allowing SOD-3 to bind to endothelial and other cells (10, 11). Among these three types of enzymes, Mn-SOD seems very important, because it is associated with apoptosis. Mn-SOD knockout (KO) mice die soon after birth or develop a severe neurodegeneration disorder (11). SOD-1 KO mice do
not show any significant anomalies relative to wild-type organisms, but their life spans are decreased (9).

Multiple factors, such as copper- and zinc-deficient diets, can contribute to the loss of activity of SOD in the body, because the enzymes require these metal ions as cofactors (9). In addition, mutation of SOD-1 is found in some patients with the familiar amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (also called ALS or Lou Gehrig’s disease). The evidence indicates that this disease is caused by mutants of SOD-1 that aggregate as plaques from the increased levels of unfolded proteins (12).

\[
2O_2^- + 2H^+ \rightarrow H_2O_2 + O_2 \quad (A.1)
\]

2. Catalase

Catalase (EC 1.11.1.6) catalyzes the conversion of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen (Reaction A.2); therefore, it can prevent the formation of hydroxyl radicals via the Fenton reaction. The predominant catalase-containing organelle in mammalian cells is the peroxisome (11).

\[
2H_2O_2 \rightarrow 2H_2O + O_2 \quad (A.2)
\]

Three subgroups of catalases have been classified. Two of them are heme-containing enzymes: monofunctional heme catalases (typical catalase) and catalase-peroxidase, and the third one is (nonheme) manganese catalase (13). A typical catalase is a homotetramer of 50,000-85,000 MW monomers and contains four prosthetic heme groups. It is able to reduce not only hydrogen peroxide but also of short-chain aliphatic
peroxides (13, 14). Catalase-peroxidase is only found in fungi in the eukaryotic kingdom. The activity of catalase-peroxidase is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less than that of a typical catalase and the $K_m$ for hydrogen peroxide for catalase-peroxidase is higher than that of a typical catalase by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. Three species carrying manganese catalase have been identified; manganese catalase can form an oligomeric structure (13).

3. The glutathione-glutathione reductase system and its cellular functions

The glutathione (GSH)-glutathione reductase (GR) system is composed of GSH (tripeptide $\gamma$-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinyl-glycine) and GR. The system provides GSH for glutathione peroxidase (GPx), glutaredoxin (Grx), and glutathione-S-transferase (GST) (see below). GSH is the most abundant intracellular thiol antioxidant, being at millimolar concentrations in cells. GSH is highly soluble due to the side chains of the tripeptide. The intracellular redox potentials created by the ratios of GSH/GSSG at very high concentrations are in the range of $-260$ mV to $-150$ mV (the more oxidized values are only observed in cells undergoing apoptosis) (15). GSH is able to pass reducing equivalents to other enzymes or oxidants by its redox-active sulfhydryl group. The most important function of GSH in cells is to detoxify oxidants. GSH is able to donate reducing equivalents to other detoxification enzymes, such as GPx in order to neutralize peroxides (see discussion below). GSH can interact directly with hydroxyl radical, lipid peroxides, and the tocopherol radical of Vitamin E. GSH also reacts with several electrophiles and xenobiotics via GSH-S-transferase (16).

Excess NO will combine with GSH to form the S-nitrosoglutathione adduct (GSNO). GSNO can be reduced by TrxR or by Trx to liberate GSH and NO (Reaction
A.3) (17). Thus, this mechanism may prolong the half-life of NO in the body; in addition, GSNO may regulate the activity of the Trx system in vivo. Moreover, GSH is involved in several biosynthetic pathways (e.g., formaldehyde dehydrogenase and prostaglandins D₂ and E₂).

\[
\text{Trx(SH)₂ + GSNO + O}_2 \rightarrow \text{Trx-S₂ + GSH + H⁺ + NO + O}_2^- \quad (A.3)
\]

GSH is oxidized to glutathione disulfide (GSSG) after its reaction with oxidants. It is clear that the ratio of GSH to GSSG controls several normal cellular functions. The GSH/GSSG ratio is increased as cells are stimulated by growth factors, while a decrease in the GSH/G ratio by ROS will lead to the expression of multiple genes responsible for antioxidants or apoptotic pathways (15). Oxidative stress results in rapid deletion of GSH, which decreases the GSH/GSSG ratio. At least three processes can restore the normal GSH/GSSG ratio. First, the efflux of GSSG from cytosol to an extracellular environment can be mediated by transmembrane transporters. Second, GSSG can be reduced to GSH by GR utilizing NADPH (Reaction A.4). Finally, the depletion of GSH can be restored by de novo synthesis of GSH (18).

\[
\text{GSSG + NADPH + H}^+ \rightarrow 2\text{GSH + NADP}^+ \quad (A.4)
\]

As the concentration of intracellular GSSG increases, GSSG can exchange with the sulfhydryl groups of certain proteins to form protein-glutathione mixed disulfides, a process referred to as S-glutathionylation (19). S-glutathionylation is recognized as a
regulatory mechanism of protein activity (20) because it prevents the sulfhydryl groups of certain cysteine residues from reacting with ROS to form sulfonic acids; a sulfonic acid is resistant to reduction by cellular antioxidants. The mechanism of S-glutathionylation is very complex. The GSH/GSSG ratio modulates S-glutathionylation. As the GSH/GSSG ratio is restored, deglutathionylation by GSH, glutaredoxin, Trx or GST will occur. Some targeted proteins will lose their activities upon S-glutathionylation, but some require S-glutathionylation to achieve complete activation (21). Stimulated by ROS, the Ras regulator can be activated by S-glutathionylation, specifically on Cys-118 and will subsequently activate ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinase) and AKT (acutely transforming retrovirus AKT8 in rodent T cell lymphoma). This regulatory mechanism has recently been reviewed extensively (21). S-glutathionylated adducts have been identified in enzymes with critical thiol groups (e.g., carbonic anhydrase III), signal proteins (e.g., MEKK1; MAPK/ERK kinase kinase 1), transcription factors (e.g., NF-κB), heat shock proteins and mitochondrial proteins (e.g., complex I).

GSH is synthesized de novo by the action of two ATP-dependent enzymes: glutamate cysteine ligase;GCL (or γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase; γ–GCS), and glutathione synthetase (GS) (Reactions A.5 and A.6) (19, 22). GCL catalyzes the formation of the peptide bond between cysteine and the γ-carboxyl group of glutamate; this uncommon peptide bond protects against hydrolysis by peptidases (22). The activation of GCL can be stimulated by various factors because the promoter of GCL contains the antioxidant response element as well as an Sp-1 binding site. It is known that the first enzyme is rate-limiting in GSH synthesis (19). GSH is able to exhibit non-allosteric negative feedback on GCL, which regulates GSH synthesis, i.e.,
glutathione binds to the glutamate site of GCL rather than to a separate site to inhibit activity of GCL. GCL is a heterodimeric protein that contains a modulatory subunit of 28 kDa, and a catalytic subunit of 73 kDa. The catalytic site and the site for GSH feedback inhibition are located in the heavy subunit, and the regulatory site functions only when these two subunits associate (19). GS is a homodimer of 118 kDa. The regulatory mechanism of GS is less well understood (19).

\[ \text{L-Glutamate + L-cysteine + ATP} \xrightarrow{\text{GCL}} \gamma\text{-L-glutamyl-L-cysteine + ADP + Pi} \]  
(A.5)

\[ \gamma\text{-L-glutamyl-L-cysteine + Glycine + ATP} \xrightarrow{\text{GS}} \gamma\text{-L-glutamyl-L-cysteine-glycine + ADP + Pi} \]  
(A.6)

4. Glutathione peroxidase

Mammalian glutathione peroxidases (GPx, EC 1.11.1.9) have been studied extensively (23). Mammalian GPx has 6 isoforms: cytosolic Gpx1 (cGPx), gastrointestinal Gpx2 (GI GPx), plasma Gpx3 (pGPx), phospholipid hydroperoxide GPx4 (PHGPx), epididymal Gpx5, and olfactory epithelium Gpx6 (24). The main function of GPx is to catalyze the reduction of hydrogen peroxide and other peroxides (e.g. lipid hydroperoxides and organic hydroperoxides) using GSH as a reducing agent (Reaction A.7). However, pGPx can be regenerated by TrxR/NADPH or TrxR/Trx/NADPH instead of by GSH (25). Even though the general reactions catalyzed by GPx are all similar, each isoform of GPx has its own substrate specificity and cellular distribution. cGPx is able to reduce soluble hydroperoxides in lipoproteins to prevent lipid peroxidation (26). PHGPx
is a very unique enzyme; unlike other GPxs, PHGPx is able to catalyze the reduction of phospholipid hydroperoxides in lipoproteins to prevent lipid peroxidation. cGPx, GiGPx, pGPx, and PHGPx are selenoenzymes; cGPx, GiGPx, and pGPx are homotetramers, whereas PHGPx is a monomer (26). Selenocysteine is replaced by cysteine in GPxs in other organisms such as terrestrial plants, insects, bacteria and humans (27). GPxs are able to regulate intracellular hydrogen peroxide; therefore, GPxs are associated with the signaling pathways associated with hydrogen peroxide. Because of its antioxidant activity, cGPx has been shown to inhibit apoptosis in the cells derived from lymphocytes and in HIV-infected cells. Furthermore, PHGPx has been shown to play a role in spermatogenesis and to prevent cardiovascular diseases (26).

\[
\text{ROOH + 2GSH} \rightarrow \text{ROH + GSSG + H}_2\text{O} \quad (A.7)
\]

The general mechanism of GPx has been established: a selenolate anion exists in reduced GPx and this selenolate anion is oxidized to a seleninic acid by peroxides. The first GSH molecule will bind to the seleninic acid of GPx to form a seleneylsulfide adduct (Se-SG). The second GSH molecule will then react to form GSSG and will regenerate an active selenolate anion (11, 25).

5. Glutaredoxin

Glutaredoxin (Grx) was discovered in an E. coli mutant lacking Trx; Grx is able to donate reducing equivalents to RNR in the mutant (28). Grx is widely distributed in organisms ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes (29). Grx isoforms can be divided into
three subgroups. The first is classic Grx, a small protein (~10 kDa) characterized by a Trx/Grx fold and a CXXC motif (usually CPYC). The second form is a Grx that is structurally related to glutathione-S-transferase, but retains a redox-active CXXC motif. The third is a Grx with a monothiol (e.g., CGFS) (29). Those Grxs having a CXXC motif are able to reduce protein disulfide bonds by a dithiol mechanism, where the solvent-exposed N-terminal cysteine of the redox-active motif forms a thiolate anion to attack a disulfide bond of a protein to form a mixed disulfide between Grx and the target proteins. The C-terminal cysteine residue acts as a so-called resolving cysteine to attack the mixed disulfide forming Grx-S\(_2\) and protein-(SH\(_2\)). All three classes of Grxs can carry out deglutathionylation via a monothiol mechanism. The N-terminal cysteine residue of Grx will deprotonate to initiate a nucleophilic attack on a glutathionylated protein, thereby releasing the glutathione from the protein; the resulting Grx-GS mixed disulfide will react with a GSH molecule to produce Grx and GSSG (29). Grx appears to be the protein that is mainly responsible for deglutathionylation. Its potency is 50,000 to 100,000 times that of either GSH or dithiothreitol (30); the Grx system has a 5000-fold higher catalytic efficiency (k\(_{\text{cat}}/K_m\)) than the Trx system in the reaction of deglutathionylation (31). There are two dithiol Grxs, Grx1 and Grx2, and one monothiol Grx, Grx5, in mammals (32). The cytosolic Grx1 is involved in several physiological functions, e.g., regulation of transcription factors, apoptosis, and recycling of dehydroascorbate. The mitochondrial Grx2 catalyzes deglutathionylation very efficiently. Grx2 is the first identified iron-sulfur containing protein in the Grx family. Stimulated by ROS or GSSG, the dimeric Grx2 will monomerize to activate its oxidoreductase activity. Grx2 can also accept electrons from
GSH and the selenoenzyme TrxR (33). A monothiol Grx5 has been shown to protect cells against oxidative stress and assembly of iron-sulfur clusters from apoproteins (33).

The functions of Trx and Grx partially overlap. For example, either Trx or Grx are able to donate reducing equivalents to activate several targeted enzymes, e.g., RNR for DNA synthesis, PAS reductase, and methionine sulfoxide reductase. However, unlike Trx, Grx can catalyze deglutathionylation efficiently to regulate the activities of several proteins (29). Grx is one of the main enzymes that regulate the activities of transcription factors and affect cell differentiation and apoptosis by S-deglutathionylation processes (30, 31). In addition to S-deglutathionylation, Grx also has been shown to bind directly to the C-terminal region of ASK-1 to inhibit apoptosis (30).

6. Glutathione-S transferase

Glutathione-S-transferases (GST) (E.C. 2.5.1.18) are a group of detoxification enzymes catalyzing the conjugation of GSH to electrophilic atoms of a toxicant to make the compound more soluble for excretion (34, 35). In addition, GST exhibits peroxidase, isomerase, and thiol transferase activities. GST is thought of not only as detoxifying but also as being involved in signal transduction and other important physiological functions (34, 35). Three major GST groups have been classified: cytosolic GST (cGST), mitochondrial GST, and microsomal GST (34). Based on several criteria, including sequence similarities and immuno-reactivity properties, 7 classes of cGSTs in mammalian cells have been identified: alpha, Mu, Pi, Sigma, Theta, Omega, and Zeta, and cGST in nonmammalian cells can be grouped by Beta, Delta, Epsilon, Lambda, Phi, and Tau (34). All cGST isoenzymes are found in the cytosol, but the alpha class GST4A-
4 can also be associated with mitochondria (34). The structure of the monomer of cGST contains two domains: an N-terminal domain I and a C-terminal domain II. Domain I has a Trx-like fold and domain II has variable numbers (4 to 7) of α-helices (35). Each monomer has two binding sites, a GSH binding site (G site) in the N-terminal domain I, and a hydrophobic substrate binding site (H site) formed by the nonpolar side chains of amino acid residues from the C-terminal domain II (34-36). Although each monomer has a catalytic site, it should be noted that dimerization is required for full activity (either a homodimer or a heterodimer) (36). cGSTs function in many types of antioxidant defense processes. cGSTs can catalyze the conjugation of GSH to exogenous substances including drugs, pesticides, environmental pollutants, and carcinogens. The GSH-conjugates will undergo oxidation to form mercapturic acids for excretion (34). cGSTs also display peroxidase activity to neutralize lipid hydroperoxides. In addition to antioxidant activities, cGSTs are able to facilitate a variety of physiological functions. The zeta cGST is able to promote degradation of aromatic amino acids. The alpha cGST is involved in the synthesis of steroid hormones. cGSTs can stimulate the synthesis of prostaglandins (e.g., 15-deoxyl-Δ12,14-prostaglandin J2) and regulate the effects of these prostaglandin derivatives on biological functions (34). Moreover, cGSTs are able to regulate protein activities by S-glutathionylation: cGSTs catalyze glutathionylation on the sulfenic acid in peroxiredoxin VI to reactivate its antioxidant activity. Furthermore, cGSTs can physically bind to several signaling molecules (e.g., JNK and ASK-1) to regulate their activities (37).

The mammalian mitochondrial class Kappa GST is active in a dimeric form; the catalytic properties of this isoenzyme are similar to those of cGSTs: it can catalyze the
conjugation of GSH with some toxic substances (e.g., 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene) and displays peroxidase activity (34, 36).

The microsomal GSTs, also called MAPEG (membrane-associated proteins involved in ecosanoid and glutathione metabolism), can act as detoxification enzymes that catalyze the conjugation of GSH with toxicants. For example, one human isoenzyme, MGST1, can facilitate the conjugation of GSH to several halogenated arenes and the subsequent GSH-dependent reduction of lipid peroxidation (35). Some of them (MGST 2 and MGST 3) are found to be involved in the biosynthesis of eicosanoids, leukotrienes and prostaglandins (35).

7. Nonenzymatic antioxidants

Nonenzymatic antioxidants are also employed in cells including vitamin C (ascorbic acid) and vitamin E (α-tocopherol).

a. Vitamin C (ascorbate)

Ascorbate can undergo either one or two electron oxidation to form the semidehydroascorbate (SDA) radical or dehydroascorbate (DHA) (38). Therefore, ascorbate can act as an intracellular radical scavenger. Ascorbate can provide protection against oxidation of low-density lipoprotein and prolong life spans of patients with nontreatable cancer (39, 40). In addition, ascorbate is found to act as a cofactor in several metal-dependent oxygenases (e.g., Cu⁺-dependent monooxygenase) (38).
SDA can be reduced to ascorbate by a variety of enzymes in the cell, e.g., NADH-cytochrome b\textsubscript{5} reductase, Grx, protein disulfide isomerase, GST, 3-\(\alpha\)-dehydrogenase, and TrxR. The DHA can be reduced by nonenzymatically by GSH (38).

b. Vitamin E

Eight isoforms of vitamin E have been identified: \(\alpha\)-, \(\beta\)-, \(\gamma\)-, \(\delta\)-tocopherol, and \(\alpha\)-, \(\beta\)-, \(\gamma\)-, \(\delta\)-tocotrienols, as shown in Fig A.1 (41). The function of vitamin E is to act as a chain-breaking antioxidant in the oxidation of lipids (39, 40). In general, tocotrienols are more powerful antioxidants than tocopherols. Among these four isoforms, the \(\alpha\)-isoform displays the strongest antioxidant activity (40). In the evolution of vitamin E, \(\alpha\)-tocopherol has been retained in higher eukaryotes. Vitamin E can be reduced directly by GSH or indirectly via vitamin C (4).

![Tocopherol and Tocotrienol](Fig A.1.1)

**Fig A.1.1** The structures of tocopherol and tocotrienol (41)
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### Table A.2.1: The primers for site-directed mutagenesis

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E469’A</td>
<td>forward</td>
<td>CATCCATCCCACTACCCGCGGGAATTCACCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’A</td>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>GGGTGAATTCCCGGGCGGTAGTGGGATGGATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’Q</td>
<td>forward</td>
<td>GCAATCCACTACCCGAGGAATTCACCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E469’Q</td>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>GGTGAATTCCCTGGCGGTAGTGGGATGGGATGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E470’A</td>
<td>forward</td>
<td>CASTCCACTACCGCGAAGCGTTTCACCCGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E470’A</td>
<td>reverse</td>
<td>CGGTGAACGCTTCGGCGGTAGTGGGATG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig. A.2.1** Alignment of high M, TrxRs. The analysis was performed with ClustalW. The sequences of high M, TrxRs are from NCBI: *Drosophila melanogaster* (Dm; GI:10953879), *Anopheles gambiae* (Ag; GI:20792390), *Plasmodium falciparum* (Pf; GI:886900), *Rattus norvegicus* (Rn; GI:6942216), *Mus musculus* (Ms; GI:110224447) and for *homo sapiens* (Hs; GI:33519430). The highlighted residues correspond to the N-terminal redox-active cysteine pair, the C-terminal redox-active cysteine pair and the dyad of histidine-glutamate.
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Dm MEERG PFLRKT VPLSVEKQDDGKLLV KYKNVETG----E EEAEDVVD TVLWAIGRKG LVD 293
Ag MVE KIRFHHR SRFPLAVEEKQD P GDRVYET VDEAGTATNG EDVFDTLVFAI GRQAETGT 299
Rn ME HGIK IRF QVP TKEIE QIEAGT PGRKLVT AKSTN S E TIEDE FTNVLLAVG RSD CTRT 299
Ms ME HGIK IRF QVP TKEIE QIEAGT PGRKLVT AKSTN S E TIEDE FTNVLLAVG RSD CTRT 413
Hs ME HGIK IRF QVP TKEIE QIEAGT PGRKLVT AKSTN S E TIEDE FTNVLLAVG RSD CTRT 299
Pf MEEQ VMKF N GIL P K클 KMD D KILVEFS--------DKTSELYDV TLYAI GRKDIDG 322

Dm LNPNAGVTQV K----DKI PVQE AE TGN RYAVGV D QPVAVLAG RL ARR 348
Ag LKL ANAGVT AEGG KD KLDV ETD H RTN VHYAVGV DQPVAVLAG RII ARR 359
Rn IGLETVGKINE----KT GI KPVTD EE QTVP YI YA IDILEG KLELT PVAI AQRLLA QR 356
Ms IGLETVGKINE----KT GI KPVTD EE QTVP YI YA IDILEG KLELT PVAI AQRLLA QR 470
Hs IGLETVGKINE----KT GI KPVTD EE QTVP YI YA IDILEG KLELT PVAI AQRLLA QR 356
Pf LNLES LN MNVK----SNNKII ADHS CTNIP SIFAVGDVAENVP EAPVAI KAGEIL ARR 379

Dm LYG GSTQR M D YKDV ATTVFT PLE YACVG LSEDAV KQCGADEIEVFHGYK PTEFF P QK 408
Ag LGGSEE RMDYAD VADVTTVF TPLEYGVCGLSEEAAEAAA HGDIEVHYAHYYK PTEFF P QR 419
Rn LYG GSTV CKDYDNP TPTVF TPLEYGCCGLSEEKAVEKFGEENIEYHSSFWE LWTVPSR 416
Ms LYGGS NVCKDYDNP TPTVF TPLEYGCCGLSEEKAVEKFGEENIEYHSSFWE LWTVPSR 530
Hs LYG GSTV CKDYDNP TPTVF TPLEYGCCGLSEEKAVEKFGEENIEYHSSFWE LWTVPSR 416
Pf LFKDSD KIMDY S I PT SYI P IEYAGG SKEE KAYEL YGK NVEFQ F NLE ISAVHR 439

Dm SVRY--------C YLKAVA ERHDQVRV YGLYI GPVAG EVIQGFA AALKSG LTI 454
Ag SVRY--------C YLKAVAL REGNQ RVLGLHFLGP AAEGEV IQGF AAALKC GLTM 465
Rn DNNK--------C YAKVICN LKDRNVGF VHLPNAGE VTIQGF AALK CGLTM 461
Ms DNNK--------C YAKIIN CN LKD ERVGF HVLPGNAGE VTIQGF AAALKC GLTM 576
Hs DNNK--------C YAKIIN CN LKD ERVGF HVLPGNAGE VTIQGF AAALKC GLTM 499
Pf QKH IR AQ K D EYD L D V ST T CLAKL VCLKNEDNR V I G V H GPNAGE VTQM AL R LKV KK 499

Dm NTLINTVG I HPTTTA E E F TRLAI KT KSGL DP T P AS---CS 491
Ag QVLR NTV G HPTVAE E FTRLAI KT KSGL DP T P AT C---CS 502
Rn QQ LDSTIG H P VCAE I F T LSV T K RS GG DI LS QC---UG 498
Ms QQ LDSTIG H P VCAE I F T LSV T K RS GG DI LS QC---UG 613
Hs QQ LDSTIG H P VCAE I F T LSV T K RS GG DI LS QC---UG 499
Pf KDFDNC I GI HPTDAE SFMNLFVTISSGLYAAKGGCGGGKCG 541